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Abstract
Crowd simulations are attracting increasing attention from both academia
and the industry field and are implemented across a vast range of applica-
tions, from scientific demonstrations to video games and films. As such, the
demand for greater realism in their aesthetics and the amount of agents in-
volved is always growing. A successful crowd simulation must simulate large
numbers of pedestrians’ behaviours as realistically as possible in real-time.
The thesis looks at two important aspects of crowd simulation and real-time
animation.
First, this thesis introduces a new data structure called Extended Ori-
ented Bounding Box (EOBB) and related methods for fast collision detection
and obstacle avoidance in the simulation of crowd motion in virtual environ-
ments. The EOBB is extended to contain a region whose size is defined
based on the instantaneous velocity vector, thus allowing a bounding volume
representation of both geometry and motion. Such a representation is also
found to be highly effective in motion planning using the location of vertices
of bounding boxes in the immediate neighbourhood of the current crowd
member.
Second, we present a detailed analysis of the effectiveness of spatial sub-
division data structures, specifically for large-scale crowd simulation. For
large-scale crowd simulation, computational time for collision detection is
huge, and many studies use spatial partitioning data structure to reduce
the computational time, depicting their strengths and weaknesses, but few
compare multiple methods in an effort to present the best solution. This
thesis attempts to address this by implementing and comparing four popular
spatial partitioning data structures with the EOBB.
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Chapter I
Introduction
In general, a crowd is ”a large group of individuals in the same physical
environment sharing a common goal who may act in a different way rather
than when they are alone” [59]. According to the paper of Ulicney and
Thalmann [62], crowds have become an important research area for many
scientists since the nineteenth century. In particular, from the perspective
of computer graphics research, crowd simulation refers to an artificial cre-
ation of virtual crowds that mimic the behaviour of real crowds, which is
an active area of research that finds several applications in the design of ur-
ban environments and the development of emergency evacuation strategies
[53]. Recent research in this field has focused primarily on crowd dynamics
and behaviour models [15], [24], spatial subdivision methods [51], perception
models [63] and path/motion planning algorithms [73]. More specifically,
our simulation focuses on the motion generation of individual characters,
and running in real-time with large-scaled pedestrians. The behaviour of a
character, in this context, is then defined as change of motion choice that
the character makes over time. Therefore, crowd simulation is defined as the
collection of every individual behaviours over time.
1.1 Motivation
This section explores the motivation underlying our research by enumerating
important crowd simulation applications.
Because we can see crowds anywhere at any time, crowd simulation is vital
in many virtual environment applications that concern education, training,
and entertainment. For example, a movie might use a special effect to create
a battle scene where many characters are fighting each other. A virtual
environment, such as a city for training fire fighters, will look more convincing
if there exists a large crowd populating the environment, just as in real
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cities. In architecture, crowding is also an important factor for designing
a building or for urban planning. Computer games, war-strategy games in
particular, require many characters who interact with each other and exhibit
high-level behaviours, such as grouping or separating. In light of these specific
applications and the impressive demand for graphics content, there is every
reason to believe that demand for simulated crowds will grow in the future.
Although crowd simulation can be applied to a wide range of applications,
there are several challenges that make high-quality crowd animation a diffi-
cult task to carry out. Firstly, most motion planning techniques today offer
solutions too expensive to simulate very large crowds. To keep high frame
rates, such methods either require to lower the number of characters, or to
reduce their rendering to 2D points. We want to design a motion planning
solution in a complete crowd engine, so that the simulation can run in real
time. Secondly, it is not easy to maintain the real-time performance of a
large simulated crowd. These restrictions come from the limited computa-
tional resources. Our goal is to be able to simulate crowds with large sizes
in real-time.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this research are:
• To be able to detect and avoid collision fast and accurate. The detection
and the avoidance of both character collision and collision between
characters and obstacles should be efficient. In particular, the inter-
character collision testing speed should be faster than simple frame-
by-frame method. Given initial and target constraints, such as a pose,
position, orientation and time duration, an algorithm must synthesize
the motions that meet those constraints in real time or without any
noticeable time delay.
• To develop a platform to evaluated the proposed algorithms. The plat-
form should have a flexible architecture to accommodate different ac-
celeration data structures for the purpose of testing the research ideas.
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It should also be possible to create simulation scenarios for different
places and situations easily.
• To find the best acceleration data structure so that a large-scaled crowd
simulation can run in real-time. Different data spatial data structures
need to be implemented, and measure the success and effectiveness
of each spatial partitioning data structure. The simulation methods
need to be implemented in a comparable fashion, and in a similar en-
vironment. The focus will be simulating a large number of pedestrians
in real time, with environment and pedestrian representation as sec-
ondary considerations, to allow maximum processing to be devoted to
the acceleration method.
1.3 Thesis Overview
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 first provides an overview of what components make a crowd
simulation, and explores the related work. Then we thoroughly review
previous work related to acceleration data structures.
Chapter 3 discusses the considerations for how the scene will be displayed
and presented.
Chapter 4 presents the construction of the extended bounding volume and
its application in collision detection and speed adjustment with further
explores the usefulness of the proposed structure in obstacle avoidance
and local direction position.
Chapter 5 describes space partitioning data structures considered in our
research: Grid, Quadtree, k-d tree, and Bounding Interval Hierarchy
(BIH). Following by the implementation aspects of the above four data
structures.
Chapter 6 presents an experimental evaluation of results using flow fields in
motion planning. The chapter then lists the results of the comparative
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analysis between four acceleration data structures.
Chapter 7 summaries the findings of this research. It concludes the thesis
and outlines some future directions in the area.
1.4 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are
• Design of a new data structure called Extended Oriented Bounding
Box for geometry and motion representation.
• Development of efficient collision avoidance and motion planning algo-
rithms for scenes involving obstacles.
• Development of a complete framework for large-scale crowd rendering
in several constrained environments
• Analysis of several spatial partitioning structures proving the efficiency
of the regular grid structure for large-scale crowd rendering
1.4.1 Publications
1. The following paper has accepted for oral presentation and published
in the conference proceedings:
• Ramakrishnan. Mukundan, Bo Li. ”Crowd simulation: extended
oriented bounding boxes for geometry and motion representation”
in Proceedings of the 27th Conference on Image and Vision Com-
puting New Zealand, 2012, Pages 121-125.
2. The following paper has been submitted to the 30th Conference on
Computer Graphics International:
• Bo Li, Ramakrishnan. Mukundan. ”Comparative Analysis of
Spatial Partitioning Methods for Large-Scale, Real-time Crowd
Simulation”
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Chapter II
Background
Crowd simulation is a large topic that covers many areas. As a result,
many different sub-problems are part of crowd simulation. Each of these sub-
problems is an active research field on its own. A review of research related
to crowd simulation will be presented in this chapter. In section 2.1, we will
give an overview of general crowd simulation techniques. The latter parts
of the chapter more formally explore the main subject of this thesis, looking
deeply into collision avoidance and the acceleration algorithms behind them.
An overview of general collision detection algorithms is given in section 2.2.
In section 2.3, we will recap the popular spatial partitioning data structures.
2.1 Crowd Modelling
Crowds are ubiquitous in real life. From the perspective of computer graphics
research, crowd simulation refers to the simulation of the behaviour of real
crowds using 2- or 3D artificial creations of virtual characters. Our simulation
focuses on simulating large numbers of individual motion characters in real-
time, and each character can change his motion behaviour over time. In
this section, we will review existing work for each important aspect of crowd
simulation.
In crowd simulation, the words, agent, character, and pedestrian all refer
to a single member of a crowd.
2.1.1 Crowd Rendering
Although our research does not focus on the visual rendering of crowds, crowd
rendering is important in crowd simulation applications, from urban planning
to entertainment. However, rendering thousands of characters and virtual
scenes in real-time is still challenging. The main reason is that rendering is
the most time consuming job in crowd simulation. Several methods have been
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used to reduce the complexity of crowd rendering. This section overviews the
current character rendering techniques.
Luebke et al. proposed that the appropriate model or resolution is se-
lected usually based on the objects distance to the camera in 2002 [12] Brogan
and Hodgins use simulation level-of-detail (LOD) to control the movement
and actions of large groups [11]. OSullivan et al. proposed the idea of conver-
sational and social behavior LOD [45]. In 2004, Ulicny et al. used OpenGL
display list and OpenGL Scene Graph 3D toolkit to optimize the crowd ren-
dering [5]. In the same year, De Heras Ciechomski et al. improved on their
performance by using 4 level-of-detail meshes for their model [7]. Millan
and Rudomin presented a GPU-based crowd rendering platform in 2007 [17].
They can render 100000 characters at interactive frame rate.
We will not discuss crowd rendering in detail in this thesis, as this is
not necessarily part of our focus. However, we implemented both 2D and
3D characters into our simulation applications, and simple cubes are used to
model a character to minimise the computational time. The description of
implementation is in Chapter 3.
2.1.2 Path Finding
When routing an agent through an environment we are charged with two
different tasks. The first is finding a global route from the start position of
the agent to the desired goal position.
If we had a map of the environment, this would be relatively easy. The
book of Lavalle gives an excellent overview on this topic [56]. A roadmap
can create a realistic path planning graph by incorporating knowledge of
the environment. A roadmap is a graph that connects to each point in the
environment through a simple path. Besides this, the graph should also
consist of only one connected component. If the graph adheres to these
properties, we can connect any point A in the environment with any other
point B through this graph. From point A we can find a simple path to the
graph. By travelling over this graph we can get to a point C, which will have
a simple path to the goal position B. Thus we obtain a global path for the
agent.
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Many different techniques exist to create this graph. Usually the A*
algorithm [71] or Dijkstra’s algorithm [41] is used to compute the required
path through this graph. In this thesis we will not dive deeper into this
subject as it will not affect our main topic. Our model is able to facilitate
these extensions. In future work these extensions might be included.
2.1.3 Behaviour Modelling
Pedestrians having proper behaviour is very important for crowd simulation
applications. Without behaviour, the pedestrian does nothing but stand still.
For example, when a person tries to leave a building, he or she will find the
shortest path first, then avoid colliding with all obstacles when walking to
the exit. In crowd simulation, behaviours like collision avoidance and mo-
tion planning are referred to as pedestrians’ behaviours. In recent years, the
personal computer has become more powerful, and it is possible to simulate
crowds with thousands of pedestrians where each one has more specific be-
haviours. Depending on the level of detail of the simulation model, pedestrian
behaviour modelling can be classified into three different types: microscopic,
mesoscopic and macroscopic models [47].
Crowd simulation in a microscopic model is the most detailed. Each
pedestrian pursues its own behaviour in the most realistic way possible. The
pedestrian is determined by an exact position and velocity. Collision avoid-
ance is very important. Every pedestrian in this model should avoid each
other. It is not acceptable to have the pedestrian walk straight through the
obstacles. These models enable users to investigate interactions of individu-
als in a crowd to the building details, emergencies, crowd density, and actions
of other pedestrians.
In the macroscopic model, the crowd is represented as a fluid with specific
densities and average velocity. Pedestrians in this model no longer exist: the
model considers the flow of the crowd, instead of individual behaviour for
each pedestrian, and the user is only interested in distribution of densities
for the simulation. Macroscopic models use the relation of density to walking
speed and flow to calculate overall movements of the crowd. The macroscopic
model is used in [28] to reduce traffic congestion, and in [23] to observe the
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flow of autonomous agents along a passage without modelling or tracking
individual agents. This method is useful for example in the study of traffic
conditions, but is inaccurate for pedestrian simulation.
In the mesoscopic model, pedestrians are represented individually with
their own goals, though we are not interested in the exact behaviour of each
pedestrian, but instead the overriding characteristics, such as velocity distri-
butions. We can be sure that the pedestrian is likely to be somewhere in the
vicinity of their position. Collision avoidance is less relevant. The pedestrian
behaviour is simulated by altering its speed depending on the local density.
This model can be used for measuring throughput of agents and density build
up [54].
We are mainly interested in the microscopic model in this thesis; we want
to have realistic behaviour for each pedestrian, and pedestrians should avoid
all collisions. Microscopic behaviour modelling has three main approaches:
Social Forces Model
The social forces model represents the microscopic behaviour of a per-
son in a crowd by the social fields. The first mathematical model is
proposed in [14]. In this model, the motions of moving pedestrians are
described as if they are subject to external social forces. These forces
are a measure for internal motivations (collision avoidance, etc.) of
the individuals. This model successfully simulates the self-organization
phenomenon of crowd and pedestrian behaviours.
The motion of an agent a with the mass ma in the social forces model
is composed of the sum of several social force terms fa(t) and pa(t),
denoting fluctuations which correspond to individual variations. Taken
together, these terms either result in the acceleration or deceleration
of each agent. In interplay with other agents or the environment, their
effect is either repulsive or attractive.
ma
dva
d
= fa(t) + ξa(t) (2.1)
The social forces model has been used to simulate many important
crowd phenomena successfully, such as improved prediction accuracy
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Figure 2.1: A structure represented by a cellular automaton model, with
black squares signifying impassable grids. Adapted from [44].
and analysis of interactions between pedestrians [30]. However, it does
not always produce realistic results because the model considers people
behave based on physical laws when collisions happen. Human do
not completely follow the laws of physics; they behave based on their
thoughts and cognitive processes of their minds.
Cellular Automate Model
A cellular automaton (CA) is a discrete model using a collection of cells
in grid architecture, where each cell has a finite number of states, k,
that it can be in, in a finite number of dimensions, according to a set
of rules [68]. The number of states k is typically an integer with k = 2
(binary). Every cell has the same rule for updating, based on the values
in this neighbourhood. Each time the rules are applied to the whole
grid, a new generation is created. The cellular automata method can be
used to simulate pedestrian flow. It is fast and relatively simple, with
the walkway represented by a cellular grid. Fig. 2.1 shows a building
represented in a cellular automaton model.
a CA was used in [27] which looked at pedestrian movement within
a shopping centre. In this model the movement was directed only
toward the destination and could only change at decision points with
pedestrian interactions not being considered.
Due to the resolution of cells within the grid, the densities allowed
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within each area of a given space are usually less than that which would
be allowed in real equivalents. These models discretise the underlying
simulation space as a flow grid. Meta-data which can be used for
decision making or routing for the agents is associated with each cell
on the flow grid. Graph search algorithms may be used to search for
paths towards goal points on the flow grid. The CA approach does not
involve agent interactions: flow on a particular grid cell is only available
if the target cell it leads to is not occupied by other agents. Li-jun et
al.[37] present good examples of approaches using cellular automata,
a 2.5 dimensional CA models is proposed, and they proved their CA
model is practicable and reasonable for crowd evacuating simulation
CA however is discrete and restricts the movement of the agents to
the next available cell only. Simulation of the agent’s speed is hence
difficult and discrete.
Rule-Based Model
Rule based models [9] introduced specific behaviour based rules for sim-
ulating the movements and interactions of simple creatures like birds,
fishes and animals in the form of a flock. This model was later used
to simulate movements of pedestrians. In this model creatures inter-
act based on their perception of the environment. These behavioural
rules include collision avoidance, velocity matching and flock centring.
Most rule-based approaches do not model physical interactions due to
collisions but rather they apply simple wait rules to avoid collisions
all together. Rule-based models can be very realistic for low density
crowds but they are not physically accurate. It is also much easier to
use a rule-based approach in combination with cognitive models. Ter-
zopoulos and Shao [67] proposed such an extended rule-based model,
which includes motor, perceptual, cognitive and behavioural aspects of
the individuals altogether. In [66], a vision model was proposed, the
different rules added to agent based on the surround environment. Wen
et al.[70] also proposed a rule-based behaviour model, a set of simple
navigation rules are defined for each agent. The authors’ results shows
that the crowd can move on the large scale space in real-time.
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2.1.4 Motion Planning
Motion planning is another important aspect in making pedestrian behaviour
more realistic. The goal of motion planning is to generate the desired trajec-
tory to be fed into the motion control system so that the pedestrian executes
or tracks the desired trajectory. In this section, we give a brief overview of
prior work on motion planning. The popular methods for motion planning in-
clude reactive approach, trajectory parametrisations and exhaustive search.
The reactive approach was pioneered in [32] and its basic idea is to assign
potential fields to obstacles and pathways to expel the trajectory away from
obstacles and bring the trajectory to the final destination. Follow-up work
can be found in [13]. For parametrisation approaches, a general principle is
outlined in [6]. In [49], trajectories are parametrised by polynomials, then
coefficients are determined by fitting the kinematic model and boundary con-
ditions. For exhaustive search methods in [4], the space is typically divided
into regions and a safe path is found by successively searching adjacent re-
gions to the destination. To avoid the need for complete prior knowledge of
the environment, an improvement has been proposed in [33], which combines
exhaustive search with the potential field methods for 3D path planning in
a dynamic environment.
2.2 Collision Detection and Avoidance
Collision detection detects if two or more objects are intersecting. More
specifically, collision detection concerns the problems of determining if, when,
and where two objects come into contact [1]. It is fundamental to many
varied applications, including computer games, physically based simulations
(such as computer animation), robotics, virtual prototyping, and engineering
simulations. For the purpose of our research, the collision detection problem
will be limited to its applicability in crowd simulation applications only.
Collision detection is very important to get immersive performances in
crowd simulation, which can help pedestrians avoid intersecting with other
obstacles. In a real-time crowd simulation application, there are always lots
of moving pedestrians, and this dynamic feature makes the collision detection
problem hard. Rapid collision detection algorithms are required to realize
11
Figure 2.2: Types of bounding volumes: sphere, axis-aligned bounding box
(AABB), oriented bounding box (OBB), eight-direction discrete orientation
polytope (8-DOP), and convex hull. [1]
real-time performance.
In a crowd simulation, where pedestrians need to change walking direction
or stop moving before colliding with others, collision detection is performed
to determine whether two pedestrians will interfere with others. The ex-
act contact point between them is not important for crowd simulation, so
testing the complex geometry of two pedestrians for collision against each
other is not necessary and bounding volumes have widely been used to avoid
expensive testing. Simple geometrical objects such as spheres and boxes
are used to represent pedestrians of more complex natures. The bounding
volume (BV) includes spheres [26], axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs)
[72], oriented bounding boxes (OBBs) [25], and k-DOPs [74]. AABBs and
spheres are simple primitives which provide smaller computational costs and
faster overlap tests. OBBs and k-DOPs can yield tighter fits, but are rela-
tively expensive for overlap tests. Figure 2.2 shows that there are trade-offs
involved between BV complexity of the topology and performance. In prac-
tice, AABBs are most commonly used. They can be handled very efficiently
without any numerical stability issues during construction and in most cases
enclose primitives reasonably well. OBBs and cylindrical bounding volumes
are generally found suitable for character models in highly dynamic scenes
[10], [57].
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2.3 Acceleration Methods
Spatial partitioning techniques are widely used in both ray tracing and colli-
sion detection areas. It divides space into regions and tests if objects overlap
the same region of space, so the number of pair comparisons is reduced dras-
tically. Several approaches have been proposed to using space partitioning
data structure in crowd simulation to avoid the O(n2) complexity of the
proximity queries between entities.
2.3.1 Uniform Grid
Uniform grids are a simple and efficient data structure which divide space
into cells and keys are assigned to the respective cell. [36] first applied grids
to 3D range queries. Recent research on uniform grids considers the mem-
ory requirements and parallelization techniques. [34] proposed a compact
representation of uniform grids and discussed its application in GPU-based
ray tracing. In [31], efficient parallel grid construction is considered in the
context of ray tracing. They proposed an algorithm for which performance
does not depend on the primitive distribution, because the construction prob-
lem is reduced to sorting pairs of primitives and cell indices. Turk [60] uses
a uniform grid approach to determine collisions between molecular models
represented by collections of spheres. He states that a uniform grid approach
is perfectly suitable in this special case, since the radii of organic atoms do
not differ significantly and therefore a small upper bound for the number of
atoms per grid cell exists.
The hash table can be used to reduce storage requirements. Overmars
[46] employs a uniform grid approach combined with hashing to accelerate
point location in fast subdivisions of n-dimensional space (subdivisions that
contain no long and skinny cells). He derives general upper bounds both on
storage requirement and point location time. Mirtich [39] employs a hierar-
chical hash table to efficiently detect intersections of axis-aligned bounding
boxes which are used to represent swept volumes of moving objects over a
time interval. His approach requires a pre-processing step to determine a
range of appropriate hash table resolutions. Teschner et al. [58] proposed an
optimized spatial hashing technique for the collision detection of deformable
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objects. They use a uniform grid approach to accelerate collision detection
for deformable models consisting of tetrahedra and are the first to give a
detailed analysis of all involved parameters, including hash table size and
optimal grid cell size.
2.3.2 Quadtree
Quadtree is an indexing data structure that subdivides each region of space
into four equal-size sub-regions. This subdivision is recursively performed for
each sub-region until a desired number of triangles are achieved within each
region. A quadtree has been constructed and used in [55] which accelerates
the performance of collision avoidance. Quadtree has been popular for use
in paths planning, with [19] using a qudatree for paths planning of robots,
where it can speed up the selection of better paths, and find relevant paths
precisely. [29] describes how the quadtree approach can be used to store
multiple sensors data to model a large driving area. They build the quadtree
bottom-way up so that it is easy to implement geographical operations such
as neighbour finding, searching and updating. In [66], a hybrid quadtree
waypoint approach is used for macro level path finding, and the bounding box
is used to represent the entire scene. The scene is then recursively divided
into four sections, stopping only when the maximum number of levels is
reached or when the content of leaf nodes is entirely homogenous, containing
exclusively accessible or inaccessible regions.
Finding the neighbours of a specific leaf node is fundamental to the op-
eration for tree data structures and it is very important to have fast and
accurate neighbour search methods in crowd simulation to reduce unneces-
sary computations for collision quires. In quadtrees, finding neighbours takes
O(r) computational time for the worst case [50]. An algorithm for labelling
connected components based on quadtrees is also proposed in [36]. The algo-
rithm takes almost O (N ) computational time for the worst case, where N is
the number of leaves in the quadtree. Recently, [30] proposed a new graph-
based data structure which represents the quadtree for a given binary image.
It takes less execution time than a normal quadtree, but the limitation of it
is that each node of the quadtree can only have at most eight edges.
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The uniform nature of quadtrees allow them to be implemented in a very
compact manner. However this comes at the expense of having less flexibility
in choosing how the data is sub-divided because of the fixed nature of the
quadtree subdivision.
2.3.3 K-D tree
K-D trees are an indexing data structure that sub-divide a region of space
into two sub-regions at a set distance along an axis. Like quadtrees, this
can be recursively done for each region; however, the distance and axis of
sub-division is changed on a region-by-region basis in order to maintain ap-
proximately the same number of triangles within the sub-regions. The k -d
tree, initially introduced by Bentley [3], aimed to generalize a binary search
tree to high-dimensional data. It has been widely applied to search in a
low-dimensional space to accelerate ray tracing and collision detection, and
has been observed to give superior performance in ray tracing compared to
other acceleration structures [21], especially when built using the surface area
heuristic (SAH) [38].
Many researchers are looking for ways to build k -d trees efficiently. Havran
[22] presented an Automatic Termination Criteria to determine when to stop
the recursive building and a split clipping method to get better candidate
split plane, thus improving the quality of the k -d tree (increased by 1%-
35%), but a large number of intersections reduced the speed of construction.
Shevtsov [52] presented a minimum-maximum binning algorithm which first
split the scenes, then detected the split plane to get the approximate mini-
mal cost of k -d tree. The problem with this approach is that it is difficult
to get the accurate number on both sides of split plane, and as a result, the
approximate minimal cost will be far from the optimal one. Finally, the k -d
tree can also be used in path finding to improve the search efficiency. [69]
uses a k -d tree structure in the implementation of the A* algorithm to reduce
memory usage and speed up the search.
The k -d tree is a well-utilized nearest neighbour search algorithm. Its
average computational complexity of searching the Nearest Neighbour (NN)
is O (log n) in the case of randomly distributed model points, where n is the
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number of nodes in the k -d tree. The worst computational complexity is O
(knl−1/k) [35].
2.3.4 Bounding Interval Hierarchy
Bounding Interval Hierarchy (BIH) [8] have been recently introduced and
used for real-time ray tracing. And it was first presented under the name of
SKD-Trees[43], and BoxTrees[20] independently invented by Zachmann.
Bounding interval hierarchies (BIH) exhibit many of the properties of
both bounding volume hierarchies (BVH) and k -d trees [8] . Whereas the
construction and storage of BIH is comparable to that of BVH, the traversal
of BIH resembles that of k -d trees. Furthermore, BIH are also binary trees
just like k -d trees. Finally, BIH are axis-aligned as are its ancestors. [65]
proposed a way to just use the BIH data structure for the construction phase
but traverse the tree in a way a traditional axis aligned bounding box hier-
archy does. This enables some simple speed up optimizations for large ray
bundles while keeping memory/cache usage low.
To construct any space partitioning structure some form of heuristic is
commonly used. [8] described a simplistic ”global” heuristic, which only
requires an axis-aligned bounding box, rather than the full set of primitives,
making it much more suitable for a fast construction.
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Chapter III
Crowd Simulation and Animation
In this chapter, the general considerations of crowd simulation are intro-
duced in Section 3.1 and include rendering, camera, lighting and visualiza-
tion. In Section 3.2, the graphical implementation of pedestrians is presented.
Lastly, the different scene models are described in Section 3.3.
3.1 General Considerations
3.1.1 Rendering
To build a large-scaled crowd simulation in real-time, fast rendering is im-
portant. We use a single-faced polygon to represent the wall to reduce the
complexity of the models, then the codes for the walls are added to a Display
List. This allows for all of the scene’s vertex and pixel data to be cached
during program initialisation and placed into a compiled state in memory.
Each time a frame is redrawn to the screen, OpenGL can call the Display
List for the buildings without needing to recalculate lighting’s normal. This
allows far more computational power to be freed for drawing the agents,
which are the main focus of the scene. The only disadvantage in the use of
Display Lists is that the geometrical data within the list cannot be manipu-
lated during run time, having been compiled during the initialisation of the
application. The buildings are part of a fixed scene and this can be assumed
as a low risk issue. Also the buildings are neither animated nor changed for
the duration of the simulation.
Texture is another aspect which can affect the rendering time, but since
it is not necessary in the context of the aims of this research, we do not use
any texture techniques.
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of a typical 3D scene. It is possible to zoom in and
display the agents’ trajectories, which is useful for analysing the behaviour
of the agents.
3.1.2 Camera
To have a good analysis of the crowd during simulation running, the camera
has to be controlled such that we have the various viewpoints and angles.
The position of the viewpoint is used as the camera’s centre axis, allowing the
viewer to navigate the simulation at any angle. The movements of the scene
are controlled by mouse and keyboard. After the camera is set up, we can use
the keyboard to control our viewpoint, zoom in and out to check the micro
and macro model of the simulation, and we can also rotate the camera to see
the simulation from different angles. Quaternion camera system [64], which
can easily translate mouse movements into camera rotations by analysing
the movement of a mouse cursor within the window, is implemented. An
example is shown in Fig. 3.1, the left-side screenshot shows the macro model
of view, and the right-side shows the detail of pedestrians.
3.1.3 Lighting
Lighting is one of the most expensive operations in 3D computer graphics. At
the same time, lighting makes the 3D model more realistic. To best achieve
high speed rendering and a realistic scene, flat shading is used. This helps
the viewer understand a level of scene depth, making the scene seem less
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two dimensional when viewed. A level of low ambient light was applied to
all objects, bringing their material brightness up to an acceptable minimum
level. A single light source was then added to the location of the viewpoint,
meaning that as we navigate through the scene, the light source would move
along with the view. This would ensure that proper lighting is present from
every viewpoint, eliminating the risks of unlit areas and poor visibility. With
this scheme in place, we do not have to implement multiple lights in the scene.
3.1.4 Visualization
Since we are going to design a crowd model which can be used in macro
and micro level simulation, the 2D crowd does not present enough behaviour
details. Therefore, the 3D model is used in our simulation and the implemen-
tations are presented in next section. To get better analysis results of the
crowd’s motion, the flow field and density map are also implemented. Fig.
3.2 depicts the flow field of one experiment: two crowds moving in opposite
directions. Each line records an agent’s motion during simulation, so the
motion of agents can be seen clearly in the flow field, such as change in di-
rection or arrival of the target. The density map is another way to show the
distribution of densities. The different colours are used to represent density:
high density areas have a brighter colour, and a darker colour means lower
density (Fig. 3.3).
3.1.5 Components of the Simulation
The simulation model consists of the following components:
• Agent (or Pedestrian): A single member of a crowd, which has a set of
properties, such as velocity, goal, direction, neighbours, etc.
• Obstacle: Consists of a few walls. The agent in the vicinity of the
obstacle must avoid colliding with it by finding a new path based on
the location of the wall
• Goal (or Target, Destination): The location where the agents want to
go.
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Figure 3.2: Flow field showing crowd motion towards targets in a scene
Pedestrian movement is built up by motion planning algorithms (Chapter
4.1)
• Motion planning: Between all agents there are three extended oriented
bounding boxes (EOBBs) that update the velocity when the distance
is decreasing. Detail will described in Chapter 4.
• Obstacle Avoidance: All pedestrians in the vicinity of the obstacle
will change the direction with the offset angle when the distance is
decreasing. (Disscussed in Chapter 4.2)
The basic concept of simulation is described here. For each agent in the
simulation, we calculated the velocity of the agent first and use the velocity
to get its new position, finally moving the agent to this new position. This
is simple, but generic, which makes it possible to attach modules for all kind
of behaviours and simulation features.
3.2 pedestrians
The most essential part of the scene will be the agents themselves. In our
research, the focus is on the flow of agents and the performance of the large-
scale simulations in real-time. Therefore agent density is more important
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Figure 3.3: Density map. Red colour represents high density areas, blue
colour represents low density areas.
than graphical quality, so the pedestrians’ graphical representation needs to
be as simple as it can be made.
Initially, to build our simulation model, we used a sphere to represent
pedestrians, an inbuilt primitive from the GLUT library. The pre-compile
is normal and without errors, and can be invoked with a single line of code.
The diameter of the sphere was set to be equal to the intended human model
size, and in proportion to the implemented structures. With low graphical
overhead, the inbuilt sphere proved to be a perfect three dimensional rep-
resentation for designing and adjusting the behaviour. Fig. 3.4 shows a
screenshot from an early design stage.
To make the simulation more realistic, human models are used. A com-
plex 3D model (such as mesh model) is not used as they are too complicated
and out of the purview of the aims of our research. Articulated represen-
tation is used to depict a 3D pedestrian model. Fig. 3.5 shows the various
viewpoints of a single 3D pedestrian. Articulated objects consist of rigid
parts which are linked by joints to form an object skeleton. The movements
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Figure 3.4: A basic building scene hosting 2000 agents, moving along paths
and running in real-time.
of these articulated objects and models are restricted and do not have the
freedom as might be the case with human body parts and movements. The
model’s positions can be changed in real time and only require altering the
values of a small set of parameters to get the desired animation. To achieve
easy and fast implementation, we use a hierarchical tree model [2] to repre-
sent pedestrians. The torso of a robot is used as the root of the tree, shown
in Fig. 3.6. In the hierarchical model, the edges contain geometric transfor-
mations and the nodes contain geometry and possibly drawing attributes. To
draw the pedestrians, we used a pre-order traversal method, so we start with
the left branch, follow it to the left as deep as we can go, then go back up to
the first right branch, and proceed recursively. To program the scheme, we
use stacks to store the required matrices and attributes as we move through
the tree.
To make pedestrian move, a key-frame animation is adopted. The an-
imator positions the pedestrian at a set of times (the key frames). In
hand animation, animators fill in the remaining frames, a process called
in-betweening. In computer graphics, we can automate in-betweening by in-
terpolating the joint angles between the key frames or, equivalently, using
simple approximations to obtain the required dynamic equations between
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Figure 3.5: A 3D pedestrian. a) The different views of pedestrian are dis-
played. b) A pedestrian walking on the ground.
Figure 3.6: A humanoid figure and the tree representation. An agent consists
of cubes of different size. Each cube is connected in tree structure.
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Figure 3.7: Synthetic walking corresponding to the sequence of a pedestrian.
Figure 3.8: Walk-cycles and the corresponding stride lengths. a) Pedestrian
stands without moving b) A Pedestrian walking briskly with longer stride
length.
key frames. Fig. 3.7 depicts a key frame.
Two walk-cycles are assigned to each pedestrian, Fig. 3.8 shows the
situation of the pedestrian standing and walking on the scene. Fig. 3.9 show
the screenshots of different viewpoints of both slow and brisk walking of the
pedestrianss. The detail of the walk-cycles implementation are described in
the next chapter.
3.3 Scene Models
To better facilitate research into the different aspects of behaviour modelling
and acceleration data structures, the virtual environments need to allow for
manipulation to show large-scale movements of pedestrians so that proper
behaviour can be fit into it easily. The simulation model should be able
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Figure 3.9: Different viewpoints of pedestrians with two walk-cycles
Environment Name
a corridor with and without obstacles E1
a highly constrained environment E2
a large hall with one obstacle E3
a theatre with ten lecture rooms E4
a large-scaled open space E5
Table 3.1: List of environment names
to offer scope for a variety of obstacles and sizes, with the option to add
areas of open space. This gives models the desired behaviour and allows for
acceleration data structures to be implemented with sufficient diversity for a
fair test. The scene needs to be large enough to accommodate a fairly dense
population, such as 5,000 pedestrians, so that we can test performance for
each acceleration data structure. For these reasons, five environments were
chosen for the testing and demonstrational purposes of our research. Table
3.1 lists the name of the environments.
Fig. 3.10 shows the top-down view of the first environment (E1) used to
examine the behaviour model. It is a simple corridor and two crowds are able
to move in opposite directions. Obstacles can also be added to the corridor
to check the obstacle avoidance algorithm.
The second environment is named E2 (Fig. 3.11) and is a highly con-
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Figure 3.10: E1: corridor with two crowds, and different obstacles can be
added
Figure 3.11: E2: a highly constrained environment: the wall with various
direction and an obstacle in the middle limited the size of the path way
strained environment where a number of obstacles are defined to limit the
movement to a small region. This scene contains the congestion area with
great complexity and can be used to demonstrate excellent performance of
our path finding and obstacle avoidance algorithm.
The third scene E3 is shown in Fig. 3.12: a real-life environment, a large
hall with one exit, is represented. A simple obstacle is added inside the hall.
It can be used to test our new path finding algorithm. The simulation results
show that all pedestrians in the hall are able to navigate freely and easily
find the free path to walk out of the hall.
The fourth scene is also a real-life environment and combines E1 and E3
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Figure 3.12: E3: 200 pedestrians located in a hall.
to model a lecture theatre. The large theatre includes ten lecture rooms and
each room can accommodate various numbers of students. The theatre has a
long corridor and each lecture room is connected to this corridor. Each side
of the corridor has five lecture rooms. Finally, the theatre has one exit at the
end of the corridor. with this model, both motion planning algorithm and
acceleration data structure can be evaluated in the same time. The top-down
view of this environment is shown in Fig. 3.13.
Finally, we build a large open space which can contain large-scale pedes-
trians (Fig. 3.14) so the performance of different acceleration data structures
can be checked and tested.
These five environments provide a range of small and large open spaces
with various obstacles of different sizes and shapes. The complexity of the
scenes should allow for plenty of opportunity to see a full range of behaviours
displayed from the collision avoidance and implementations of acceleration
data structures.
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Figure 3.13: E4: a large theatre, including ten lecture rooms
Figure 3.14: E5: large-scaled scene. 10,000 pedestrians are in the scene
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Chapter IV
Motion Planning Using Bounding Volumes
In this chapter, we present an efficient motion planning method for char-
acters to avoid collision and ways to find the free path. This method uses
a novel extended oriented bounding box (EOBB) to represent a pedestrian
with motion and rule-based motion planning to find an optimised path for
speed and direction. The chapter is split into three sections. Section 1
presents the EOBB in collision and for speed adjustment. The rule based
motion planning is covered in Section 2. Finally, Section 3 further explores
the usefulness of the EOBB in obstacle avoidance and local direction control
based on the location of vertices surrounding the current obstacle.
4.1 Extended Oriented Bounding Volume(EOBB)
When the simulation includes many pedestrians that are animated simulta-
neously, efficiency is an important concern. Collision detection between ar-
ticulated pedestrians is computationally intensive and may not be necessary
for most of the cases due to the aims of the crowd simulation. Therefore, the
bounding box is used to simplify a pedestrian geometry in collision detection.
Oriented bounding box (OBB) and Axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) are
the two most common bounding box methods used. An AABB can be rep-
resented with just minimum and maximum extents along each axis, whereas
an OBB representation must encode not only position and widths, but also
orientation. The advantage OBBs have over AABBs as bounding volumes is
that they can bind their enclosed geometry more tightly. In particular, OBB
is best for character models in highly dynamic scenes. Therefore, we used an
OBB to enclose the pedestrian.
The most common solution for collision detection is discretely sampling
the pedestrians’ locations along the motion path and performing local colli-
sion detection for other locations [26]. Due to their discrete nature, these al-
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Figure 4.1: Linear motion collisions. (a) The time of entry collision between
the pedestrian and wall, and (b) the time of exit collision between the pedes-
trian and wall, if they were to continue their initial motion, as if no physical
collision occurred.
gorithms perform poorly with small pedestrians or fast motion (Fig. 4.1). To
overcome the limitations of discrete collision detection methods, we propose
a simplified and flexible data structure called extended oriented bounding
box (EOBB), which can be easily constructed based on the current position
and velocity dependent stride length and direction of a pedestrian. In [57],
Sung proposed a similar spatio-temporal volume called the motion oriented
bounding box (MOBB) and used a hierarchical structure for collision detec-
tion. This method is specifically suited for crowd animation driven by motion
capture data since the nodes of a MOBB tree store both the space and time
bounds of a motion clip. In our research, instead of a bounding volume
hierarchy, we use four spatial partitioning data structures for broad-phase
collision detection to find the best acceleration data structure, the detail of
which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
The motion of a crowd is often represented by velocity fields, where both
direction and speed of a member at any instant can vary depending on the
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Figure 4.2: Definition of the extended OBB. The agent’s geometry and mo-
tion are bounded by the oriented bounding box
position of obstacles in the area, the target location, and the behaviour model
used. This information can be attached to the OBB of the member by
including the space defined by one stride length at the current speed in the
current direction. The definition of the EOBB is shown in Fig. 4.2. The
orientation of the box is defined by the angle from the y-axis. The box is
aligned to two orthonormal directions (l, m) and (m, -l) on the xy-plane,
where l = - sin θ, and m = cos θ. The vertices vi (i = 0..3) of the OBB can
be easily obtained using the current position (xp, yp) of the character model
and stride length s. We assume that the motion is confined to the xy-plane,
and therefore only the two-dimensional projection of the OBB is considered.
The stride length depends on the instantaneous speed of movement and
the number of frames used in a walk-cycle. Two walk-cycles representing
”slow” and ”brisk” walk and the corresponding stride lengths, s1 and s2 are
shown in Fig. 4.3. In an animation sequence, both the stride length and
direction are constantly recomputed based on the results of overlap tests and
the number of vertices in the immediate neighbourhood of each character
(more details in Section 3.2).
Once the EOBB is defined, we will introduce a simple and fast method
of intersection testing. Intersection testing of two EOBB is very similar to
testing standard OBB trees. Note that we are seeking only yes/no inter-
section queries, and hence can exit as soon as an intersection is found. We
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Figure 4.3: Two walk-cycles and the corresponding stride lengths.
Figure 4.4: Two agents are bounding by EOBB, four separating axis are
parallel to one of the EOBB’s edges
use the separating axis theorem [40] for the two-dimensional case to perform
the overlap test between the two EOBBs. It states that two OBBs do not
intersect if and only if there exists a separating axis such that the projec-
tions of the two polygons onto the separating axis do not intersect. Fig. 4.4
illustrates two OBBs, A and B. There are only four axes tests required. Four
separating axes are parallel to one of the OBBs edges. For example, suppose
we want to check if OBB A intersects with OBB B. We first project A and
B onto the axis 1, and if the projected intervals do not overlap (Fig. 4.5),
there exists a separating axis, so the OBB A do not intersect with OBB B.
Otherwise, we need to continue checking axes 2, 3 and 4. Finally, if the pro-
jected intervals overlap in all four directions, then the boxes are considered
as intersecting (Fig. 4.6).
The result of the overlap test is used to progressively refine the stride
lengths of the intersecting EOBBs, thereby adjusting the speeds of the two
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Figure 4.5: Polygons A and B do not intersect because there exists a separat-
ing axis such that the projections of A and B onto the axis do not intersect.
Figure 4.6: Overlap test for the EOBBs on 2D and 3D models, both cases
the two agents collide
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Figure 4.7: Iterative update of speed and stride length using the results of
the OBB overlap tests.
characters. In this algorithm, we assign a higher priority to the character
closer to the target, allowing it to move first or at a faster speed. This ap-
proach is particularly useful in situations where a dense crowd moves towards
a single target. With reference to Fig. 4.6, if d1 and d2 denote respectively
the distances of characters 1 and 2 from the target position, with v1, v2 the
current discredited speeds, then the speeds are reduced in steps according
to the algorithm given in Fig. 4.7, to determine if there exists EOBBs of
reduced lengths that do not overlap.
If such a pair of EOBBs exist, then the corresponding stride lengths are
used for the next step. Otherwise the speed (and the stride length) of both
characters in the current direction are set to 0.
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Figure 4.8: Macroscopic and microscopic of crowd simulation. a) the flow
of the crowd is only consideration . b) The simulation detail can be seen
clearly, and the behaviour for each agent is able to be observed.
4.2 Motion Planning
The motion planning needs to be implemented such that the pedestrians
move around the scene from a location to a target without colliding with
others. The pedestrians are represented as individuals in this approach and
act for themselves and interact with other pedestrians and obstacles based
on behavioural rules. For example, if a pedestrian is walking close to a wall,
he needs to find a new direction before moving, otherwise he will stop moving
until there is a free path.
The microscopic model was developed so that we can investigate crowd’s
individual behaviours as well as the motion flow. For example, if we wanted
to model a large-scaled crowd, we could have gone for the fluid dynamics ap-
proach (Fig. 4.8a), but at the same time we wanted to be able to zoom in on
a small area and follow individual pedestrians and see what they specifically
were up to and to examine their individual behaviours (Fig. 4.8b).
We want to the motion planning can be simple implemented, at the same
time, can detect collision and avoidance it faster and accurate. Based on
the literature review, the rule-based model is simple to be developed, which
also could present accurate and realistic movement of crowds. Therefore,
we proposed a rule-based motion planning for agent-based crowd simulation,
where a pedestrian quickly chooses velocity so as to achieve the desired goal
as well as avoiding oncoming collisions accurately.
The motion planning method in our model is used for both obstacle avoid-
ance and local direction control. Here we consider three possible directions of
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Figure 4.9: The process of updating the current direction and speed uses
three EOBBs and the locations of points inside the regions.
motion at a given location (xp, yp): the current direction (l, m) and two other
directions given by a 45 degree turn towards each side. These directions and
the corresponding OBBs are indicated by L, R in Fig. 4.9. The stride length
in the current direction is decided by the output of the algorithm in Fig. 4.7.
This is indicated by the shaded region in Fig. 4.9. The stride length in the
other two directions is set to the maximum possible value (as shown in Fig.
4.2). The extended OBBs of other characters in the neighbourhood (dotted
lines in Fig. 4.9) are compared with the three bounding volumes to deter-
mine if any of them intersect with any of the three regions. If they do, then
the distance of the point of intersection closest to the current position (xp,
yp) is recorded. The same process is repeated for the edges of any obstacles
in the vicinity of the character. Based on the minimum distance of points of
intersection in each region, the direction of motion and stride length for the
next iteration are computed.
It may be noted that when a course deviation as described above is ef-
fected, it is commonly followed by a stepwise course correction, forcing the
character to start moving towards the intended direction defined by the tar-
get location. Taking this aspect into consideration, if two directions are found
to be equally probable, the one which results in minimum deviation from the
target is chosen.
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Figure 4.10: A deadlock condition of two crowds moving in opposite direction.
a).Two crowds moving in opposite direction. b)Deadlock situation when
direction updates are not used
A similar rule-based motion planning algorithm can be found in [73]. Our
method differs from that given by Xiong [73] in that it uses only the extended
OBBs and considers only three possible directions. The three directions are
found to be sufficient to resolve deadlocked conditions as the one shown in
Fig. 4.10, where two crowds move in opposite directions towards targets A
and B. With the help of the above algorithm, the characters on the periphery
of the crowd will find new directions of motion, giving more space for other
inner members of the crowd.
Obstacles can be conveniently represented by a set of vertically oriented
quadrilateral elements (or walls) with the two end points on the ground
plane and the height as parameters. On a two dimensional plane, they are
represented simply by a collection of segments of straight lines. Each line
segment has a unique angle ω defined exactly like the direction angle θ (see
Fig. 4.2) of a character element.
A collision avoidance scheme can be designed using the model of a ”repul-
sive force” for each wall implemented as a course deviation from the current
direction θ when a character approaches a wall. The modified value of θ is
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Figure 4.11: The direction of movement of a character is updated as it ap-
proaches a wall.
computed as given in Eq. 4.1 below. The offset angle α is chosen as inversely
proportional to the distance of the current position P from the wall. Two
possible cases are shown in Fig. 4.11.
θ ← ω + α, if 0 ≤ ω − θ ≤ (pi/2),
θ ← ω + pi − α, if (pi/2) ≤ ω − θ ≤ pi,
(4.1)
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Chapter V
Acceleration Algorithms
Acceleration algorithms involving spatial partitioning methods are exten-
sively used in crowd simulation for real-time collision avoidance. This chapter
presents a detailed analysis and evaluate the effectiveness of different imple-
mentations of spatial subdivision data structures, specifically for large-scale
crowd simulation.
5.1 Introduction
One of the key problems for collision detection with a large crowd model is
that they are time-consuming, and this makes it almost impossible to run a
simulation on real-time. The use of distance checking helps to alleviate this
issue by avoiding complicated checks for most distant obstacles; however, this
scheme can go only so far. Collisions always happen between the obstacles
around the agent and often only a small subsection of the obstacles have
the chance to collide. This means much of collision detection may not be
necessary. In order to avoid these issues, a data structure is needed, one that
helps limit the amount of collision detection while at the same time having
a fast search time. This is where the use of a spatial hierarchy comes into
play. Spatial hierarchy is a way of organizing data such that two objects
that are near to one another in space remain near one another in the data
structure. Having such a data structure greatly aids in quick performance of
the aforementioned culling tasks because large swaths of the hierarchy can
quickly be culled and the detailed processing can be limited to only those
areas where it is truly needed. A fast culling algorithm is nothing without
an efficient and compact data structure for storing the spatial association
information. In the crowd simulation, the positions of pedestrians change
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frequently, and it is therefore necessary to focus on both querying and up-
dating performance of the spatial partitioning data structure at the same
time. There are many different types of spatial hierarchies, and four differ-
ent acceleration data structures were discussed with their own strengths and
weaknesses in the following section, which included grid, k -d tree, quadtree,
and bounding interval hierarchy (BIH). The first three data structures have
been widely used in broad-phase collision detection and the fourth method
[8] is used primarily in ray tracing applications.
5.2 Grid
In this section, a uniform grid is introduced first and the spatial hashing is
given in order to provide better memory management.
5.2.1 Uniform Grid
The basic idea of uniform grids is relatively simple: the simulation space
is uniformly subdivided into cubic cells and the objects are, based on their
bounding volumes, assigned to these cells. Since all grid cells are cubes, all
their edges are of equal length. This edge length is referred to as the size of
the cell. The Axis-Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) is used for each object,
so the size of an object is referring to the length of the longest edge of its
corresponding AABB.
Two different strategies exist for inserting objects into grids:
1. Object is assigned to all the cells which the bounding volume of an
object overlaps (Fig. 5.1b)
2. Object is assigned to one single cell only (Fig. 5.1a).
The first strategy has a major drawback: because the object is assigned
to all of the cells which it overlaps with, the collisions need to be detected
iterating through all the cells that the object occupied. Therefore, the same
collision between two particular objects might be detected multiple times.
In contrast, since objects can only be assigned to one single cell, finding
all occurring collisions is reduced to only checking each object against the
objects that are stored in the same or any of the directly adjacent cells.
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Figure 5.1: Two strategies of inserting objects into grids. a) Object is as-
signed to all the cells which the bounding volume of an object overlaps. b)
Object is assigned to one single cell
In order to achieve the second strategy, two important aspects need to be
considered. Firstly, the size of the grid cells must be larger than the largest
object of the simulation (Fig. 5.2). Secondly, the point of reference used to
calculate the cell association must be identical for every object. For instance,
the centre of the AABB or either of both vertices can be used, but they must
never be mixed. For example, in Fig. 5.2a, the lower corner of the AABB is
used in order to assign objects to cells. In Fig. 5.2b, using the lower corner
as point of reference leads to object A being assigned to cell number 2 and
object B being assigned to cell number 1. If the upper corner is used, object
A is assigned to cell number 4 and object B is assigned to cell number 3. In
either case, both cells are adjacent and thus the intersection is detected. If,
however, object A would be assigned to cell number 4 based on the upper
corner of its AABB and object B would be assigned to cell number 1 based
on the lower corner of its AABB, the intersection of both objects could not
be detected if only adjacent cells are tested.
After the method of insert object is selected, the grid is implemented
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Figure 5.2: Issues related to assigning objects to one single cell a) Using the
lower corner of the AABB: object A is assigned to cell number 1, object B
to cell number 2, and object C to cell number 3. b)In order to associate
objects with particular cells, the same point of reference must be used for
every AABB.
based on a linear array of cells. Indexing follows the intuitive pattern that
is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Each cell has to store references to all the objects
that overlap the cell. Usually, the references are stored in either linked lists
or dynamic arrays.
5.2.2 Hashed Storage
One issue that has not been addressed in uniform grid is the hash table in
large-scaled crowd simulation, when there are many objects scattered in the
large scene. The grid requires many cells to contain the objects, which will
undoubtedly exhaust main memory resources. For example, if the mem-
ory requirement of each single grid cell was a few bytes and if 10,000 cells
were required in each dimension, this would already sum 108 cells in a two-
dimensional simulation, and thus the data structure for this grid alone would
claim memory of almost one gigabyte. Hashed storage is used to solve this
problem (Fig. 5.4). A hash function maps the three-dimensional (or two-
dimensional) cells of the infinite grid to a one-dimensional hash-table of finite
size. For example, a point with index of position p = (i, j, k) is hashed into
a hash table of size m by computing its cell index c as follows:
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Figure 5.3: A two-dimensional uniform grid represented by a one-dimensional
linear array. Indexing in combination with a two-dimensional hash grid fol-
lows the exact same pattern.
c = ((i× u)⊕ (j × v)⊕ (k × w)) mod m (5.1)
where u, v , and w are large prime numbers. If multiple points are hashed
to the same hash cell, chaining is employed to resolve these hash collisions;
that is, the points are stored in a linked list specific to this cell. An example
is shown in Fig. 5.4.
5.2.3 Updating the Data Structure
Presently, most of the necessary aspects concerning the conceptual design of
a hash grid have already been discussed. In this section, we will discuss how
to update the grid data structure. Since the objects in crowd simulation are
moving around all the time, the hash table needs to be updated in every
time step. The two approaches that realized such an updated strategy are
as follows:
1. All objects are simultaneously removed from the data structure and
immediately afterwards they are reinserted based on their current lo-
cations, which may or may not have changed since the last time step.
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Figure 5.4: Example of mobile objects with a grid-based partitioning, and a
hash table storing objects’ indices
It is very easy to implement. Removing all objects is equivalent to
clearing all grid cells, which can be done efficiently as long as one keeps
track of all the object-occupied cells while inserting objects. Moreover,
reinserting an object is no different from initially inserting an object;
hence, the exact same methods may be used.
2. For every object, the hash value is recomputed based on the object’s
current spatial location. If the new hash value is identical to the hash
value of the previous time step, the object remains assigned to its
current grid cell. If the hash value changes, the cell association has
to be changed too, meaning the object has to be removed from its
currently assigned cell and stored in the cell that corresponds to the
new hash value.
Consequently, when using hash grids the collision detection is always sep-
arated into two different stages: the updated phase followed by the detection
step. In every time step, the data structure is first updated as described
above in order to adapt to the current object distribution. Afterwards, all
the occurring collisions are detected using up-to-date data structures.
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Figure 5.5: Spatial partitioning using a regular grid, where grid size equals
maximum stride length.
5.2.4 Implementation
In this section, we discuss the implementation details and the influence of
parameters on the efficiency of the approach.
The cell size influences the number object pairs that have to be tested
for intersection. The traditional methods require that cell size to be larger
or equal to the average size of all objects, so each object can only be stored
in one cell. In our implementation, the grid size is defined as equivalent to
a predefined maximum stride length (Fig. 5.5), which has been used in our
EOBB (chapter 4) data structure.
In the next step, we need to select a hash function, which should have fast
computational speed and avoid hash collisions. [16] indicated that simple and
fast-to-execute hash functions are generally preferable for spatial hashing and
result in the fastest possible collision detection time. Based on their research,
we used an XOR hash function (e.q. 5.1) to generate the hash table, with
the values of 73,856,093 for u and 19,349,663 for v.
In designing the hash table, we need to consider the trade-off between
number of cells and memory usage. If we reduce the number of cells, the
probability of objects being assigned to the same cell of the hash grid in-
creases. Based on the analysis in [16], our hash table has a size equal to
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the number of the objects in the crowd simulation, and therefore, collision
detection time can get very stable and small.
After we define all the parameters of spatial hashing, we can insert and
delete the object from the grid. During the simulation, each object in the
simulation is moving around at each time step, so we need to update the data
structure at each time step. Because the object has limited moving distance
for each time step (usually less than the size of a cell), most of objects will
stay in the same cell for a few time steps, so instead of rebuilding the data
structure each time, we only need to update the grid where the object has
moved to a different cell. Therefore, the second updating approach is the
strategy of choice for updating the data structure.
After the hash spatial data structure is created, the grid neighbour search-
ing method is used for finding all potential colliding agents. The position (xp,
yp) of a character can be directly used to compute the hash table index as
well as the indices of the neighbouring grids. The direction (l, m) is used to
select a maximum of three neighbouring cells out of a total of 8 (Fig. 5.5).
If the maximum and minimum world coordinate of scene spaces are given
by (xmin, ymin), (xmax, ymax), and if the maximum stride length used for
discretization is s, then the index k of the cell containing the character with
position (xp, yp) is given by:
k =
[
xp − xmin
s
]
+M
[
yp − ymin
s
]
(5.2)
The neighbouring cells are selected based on the signs of the components
of the current direction vector (l, m). For example, the cell vertically above
index k given by the index k + M is chosen if m ≥ 0. The cell diagonally
above the current cell is given by k + M + 1 and is selected if both l and m
are positive. Only four identified cells (including the current cell) are used
for the broad-phase collision detection for each agent.
Algorithm 1 details every step of the collision avoidance process by using
grid data structure. The first step is to find pedestrians that can potentially
collide. We take advantage of the grid structure covering the whole envi-
ronment: at runtime, every pedestrian is registered in its current grid cell.
To keep the algorithm fast, the steps mentioned above are implemented: the
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middle point of pedestrians is used, and the pedestrians only register in one
cell. Then four directly adjacent cells are searched to find the neighbours.
Algorithm 1: Grid Implementation
Input: Agents, Grids G, Maxmim allowed distacne between two
object d
begin
foreach Agent a in Agents do
register a into its current cell G[a]
end
foreach Agent a in cell G[a] do
if a’s EOBB interected with boundary of G[a] then
Find the neighbour cells base on a’s motion angle
foreach Agent b in the neighbour cells do
if distance(a, b) < d then CollisionDetection(a, b)
end
end
end
5.2.5 Summary
The grid data structure has the advantage that it does not need to be up-
dated, and an efficient hash map implementation can provide fast look-up.
The drawback is that if the objects are of greatly varying sizes, the cells
of the grid can be too large for the smaller objects while too small for the
largest object, so the grid is both too fine and too coarse. Second, the hash
map is quite time-consuming.
5.3 Quadtree
In this section we will overview the collision detection and avoidance by
using quadtree. We will focus on two main aspects: updating the quadtree,
since the object is moving all the time, and the neighbour search to reduce
the number of collision queries. Finally, we present our implementation of
quadtree.
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Figure 5.6: Construction of a quadtree, the scene is subdivided to four sub-
square regions recursively until each node contains only one agent
5.3.1 Construction
To build a quadtree, the space is first divided into four sub-square regions
(children nodes), namely the northeast (NE), northwest (NW), southwest
(SW) and southeast (SE) according to direction. Fig. 5.6 depicts an exam-
ple of quadtree data structure. Square region SW only includes one object,
so will come under the ”leaf node” category. There is no need to decom-
pose it further; it will remain as a leaf of the quadtree. Other nodes still
include many objects, so they must be recursively subdivided into four sub-
quadrants, which form children of the corresponded node. The subdivision
procedure is repeated continuously until either of the conditions mentioned
below is satisfied.
1. The node is empty.
2. The number of objects in the quadrant is no more than a certain thresh-
old number.
The Quadtrees structure is simple but unbalance when the objects are
not uniformly distributed on the scene (Fig. 5.7). The high-density region
of the tree is deeper than the low-density region of the tree.
5.3.2 Updated Strategy and Algorithms
There are two types of strategy to update quadtree. Because crowd simula-
tion is a highly dynamic scene, the position of each agent is changing all the
time; therefore the quadtree can be rebuilt at each frame. This strategy is
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Figure 5.7: An unbalanced quadtree. Agents converged at middle of scene,
most of nodes are empty, only one node needs to subdivide four times
simple to implement, but many times consumes for a large-scaled scenario.
Second strategy updates the tree only when objects move out of current leaf
node to other node, which includes two operations: traversal of the tree to
find the leaf node which contain the object first, deleting the agent from the
leaf node if it moves out; then, update node’s structure (delete the leaf node
if it is empty, or even delete its father node when it is also empty), then add
the object into the new leaf node. The updating pseudo code is shown in
algorithm 2.
5.3.3 Nearest Neighbour Search
We present a nearest neighbour search (NNS) algorithm for quadtree, so
the neighbours of each agent can be queried efficiently. The basic idea of
the algorithm is to traverse the quadtree to find agents who are near the
query agent, and can potentially collide. The algorithm should get result
by checking as few agents as possible. Principally, quadtree should allow
extremely efficient implementations of NNS. Due to their regular partitioning
of the search space and the high branching factor, coordinate queries are very
fast [18]. Fig. 5.8 shows an example of NNS, where the grey area is the nodes
which need to be searched. The NNS approach is summarized in algorithm
3.
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Algorithm 2: Updating Qudatree
Input: Quadtree Q, Agents, the maximum number of agents allows in
leaf node N
begin
foreach Agent a in Agents do
traverse Q to find the leaf node L which contain a
if a’s new location ∈ L then
continue
else
delete a for L
if L is empty then delete L
hasChild == false
foreach Child node C in L’s father do
if C is not empty then
hasChild == true
exit;
end
if !hasChild then delete L
find the new leaf node Lnew which contain a’s new location
adding a into Lnew
if total number of agents in Lnew > N then subdivde Lnew
insert all agents into different sub-leaf nodes
end
end
end
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Figure 5.8: NNS in quadtree, only the agents in the grey colour region need
to be check
Algorithm 3: NNS in Quadtree
Input: query point q, q’s bounding box with maximal allowed
distance d and the current node N
Output: Neighbours V
begin
if N is LeafNode then
foreach Agent a in N do
if Distance(q, a) < d then V.add(a)
end
else
sorting four child node of N based on distance to q
foreach Child node C of N do
get next closest child C
if C is outside the bounding box then
exit
else
NNS(q, d, C)
end
end
Return V
end
end
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Figure 5.9: The region covered by the circle is the agent’s potential collision
area, the diameter of the circle is equal to the length of the large walking
stride of agent
5.3.4 Implementation
Based on the definitions of the previous section, quadtree can be imple-
mented easily. To simplify construction of quadtree, the agents is denoted as
a particle with the agent’s centre position, then inserts agents into quadtree
by dividing the space into four uniform parts recursively. When an object
intersects with y-direction splitting plane, the object is assigned to a west
side node; if it intersects with x-direction splitting plane, it is assigned to
north side node. Based on those rules, the objects can only be stored in
one leaf node. After the quadtree is built, it is updated each frame by using
algorithm 2, and the NNS approach in algorithm 3 is used to find the agent’s
neighbours. The d in NNS algorithm is defined by the length of the large
walking stride of agent (Fig. 5.9).
5.3.5 Summary
The main benefits of quadtrees are that they subdivide space uniformly and
are simple to implement. The regular subdivision of a quadtree has a fast
indexing, which allows fast and easy traversing to a particular node directly.
However, quadtrees also have a number of drawbacks. First of all, quadtrees
are inflexible because of their fixed fan-out factor and space partitioning.
Due to this, no direct control over the number of internal nodes is possible.
Quadtree can thus be highly unbalanced (Fig. 5.7). Moreover, quadtrees are
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complicated for nearest neighbour searches (NNS): NNS in a quadtree has to
make proximity calculations to two split planes, sort the distances and select
the appropriate sequence of traversal for every traversed node. In the next
chapter, an evaluation will be given based on our experiment.
5.4 K-D tree
A k -d tree is a binary tree which divides a k -dimensional space hierarchi-
cally using a set of axis-aligned splitting planes, and it is a popular choice
of acceleration structure in collision detection and ray-tracing. The art of
using a k -d tree is summarized in Chapter 2. This section will introduce the
concepts and terminology used in our research.
5.4.1 Construction
We consider a scene S contains N objects (Fig. 5.10). A k -d tree over S is
a binary tree that recursively subdivides the space covered by S : the root
corresponds to the axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) of S ; interior nodes
represent planes that recursively subdivide space perpendicular to the coor-
dinate axis; and leaf nodes store references to all the agents overlapping the
corresponding spatial. A k -d tree construction scheme is shown in Algorithm
4.
The splitting strategy directly influences how many traversal steps have to
be performed. The traditional way is subdivide space uniformly(Fig. 5.10),
which is easy to implement, and for the static scene also provides good per-
formance. However, crowd simulation is a highly dynamic scene: pedestrians’
positions always change and they are not uniformly distributed most of time,
so the k -d tree can be unbalanced if we use this strategy (Fig.5.11a), as it
would lead to the same problems encountered with quadtree where more col-
lision queries need to be executed. To avoid this shortcoming, Median-cut is
usually used, which adaptively moves the split plane to produce a balance
k-d tree, which can make the situation more controlled. Balanced k -d trees
can provide an equal amount of objects on each side of the splitting-plane
and it usually have better performance than unbalanced trees. Fig. 5.11
compares balanced and unbalanced k -d tree, showing that the unbalanced
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Algorithm 4: Recursive K-D tree build
Input: Agents A, scene S
Output: Node N
begin
if Terminate (A, S) then
return new leaf node(A)
else
p = FindPlane(A, S) /* find a "good " plane p to split
S */
(SL, SR) = split S with p
TL = t ∈ T | (t
⋂
SL) 6= Ø
TR = t ∈ T | (t
⋂
SR) 6= Ø
return new node(p RecBuild(TL, SL), RecBuild(TR,SR))
end
end
Figure 5.10: 2D scene S and the corresponding K-D tree,the middle of the
axis is select for the split plane
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Figure 5.11: Balance and unbalance k-d tree. a) The middle of the axis is
used, the unnecessary partitioning can be seen clearly in this graph. the grey
regions are empty nodes, the depth of the tree is six. b) The median cut is
used, only two levels in this balance tree
tree needs to traverse much deeper to find a particular agent than balance
tree, and lot of unnecessary partitioning in unbalanced tree (Fig. 5.11a).
5.4.2 Quick Sorting
Since the median-cut is used, objects need to be sorted to find the median
before building the k-d tree. Many sort algorithms are used in computer
science. A Quick sort is used in our implementation (Fig. 5.12) and is
easy and fast to build. On average, it makes O(n log n) comparisons to
sort n items, and with an in-place partitioning algorithm, it only use O(log
n) additional space. Due to sorting approach, the balanced k-d tree takes
slightly longer time to construct than unbalanced k -d tree, though look up
visits about one third fewer nodes on average.
5.4.3 Nearest Neighbour Search (NNS)
NNS in a k -d tree is simpler than in quadtree, because k -d is binary tree,
sorting the distances and selecting the appropriate sequence of traversal for
every traversed node is unnecessary, and a single proximity check can deter-
mine the order of traversal instantly.
Fig. 5.13 shows the procession of nearest neighbour searching. The grey
nodes are visited when we query with the grey rectangle. The node marked
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Figure 5.12: Quick sort: on average, makes O(n log n) comparisons to sort
n items, and with an in-place partitioning algorithm, it only use O(log n)
additional space
with a star corresponds to a region that is completely contained in the query
rectangle, which is shown by the darker rectangle. Hence, the dark grey
subtree rooted at this node is traversed and all points stored in it are reported.
The other leaves visited correspond to regions that are only partially inside
the query rectangle; hence the points stored in them must be tested for
inclusion in the query range. This results in point P6 and P11 being reported,
and points P3, P12 and P13 not being reported. The search algorithm does
a recursive descent on the side of the splitting plane closest to the search
agent, then explores alternative branches. Algorithm 5 gives an overview
of this method. Initially, the heap H of size k holds the current candidates
for the k nearest neighbour and allows fast check and insertion. The linear
heap is used which has a complexity of O (k), which is faster with a small
constant.
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Figure 5.13: K-d trees nearest neighbour search (NNS), the objects in the
grey colour region are all the potential colliding objects, the objects in dark
grey region also need to be checked
Algorithm 5: NNS in k -d tree
Input: query poing q, node N, heap H, maximal squared allowed
distance d
Output: heap H
begin
if N is a leaf node then
foreach Agent a in N do
if Distance(q, a) < d then H.add(a)
end
else
get split dimension s and split value v from N
O = Distance(q [s ], v)
if O > 0 then
NNS(q, rightChild(N), H, l)
if ABS(O) ≤ l then NNS(q, leftChild(N), H, l)
else
NNS(q, leftChild(N), H, l)
if ABS(O) ≤ l then NNS(q, rightChild(N), H, l)
end
end
end
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5.4.4 Implementation
Same as quadtree, there are also two strategies to update the structure. They
are: rebuild the whole tree, or just updated part of the tree. Different from
the quadtrees implementation, we rebuild the k-d tree each time instead of
just update the tree. Because median-cutting is used to choose the splitting
plane in the k -d tree, after the position of an agent is changed, the splitting
plane also changes, and the tree must be rebuilt again. The algorithm 4 is
used to construct our k -d tree in each simulation time, and the good splitting
plane is selected by using median-cutting, and the quick sort is used to get the
median value for each axis. Finally the longest axis always is used to divide
scene. The terminate recursively criteria is either the number of objects falls
below a certain threshold t, or until the subdivision depth exceeds a certain
maximum depth d (e.q. 5.3).Where D(S) is the current subdivision depth.
Terminate(T, S) =| T |≤ t ∨D(S) ≥ d (5.3)
Similar to quadtree, the agents in a k -d tree are also denoted as particles
with the position of the centre of the pedestrian (Fig. 5.14). We subdivide
the scene, and if the objects position is on the splitting plane, it is always
assigned to the left node of the tree. Therefore, each object can only be in
one leaf node.
Finally, the Algorithm 5 is used to find the potential collided agents and
culling off the unnecessary nodes. Similar to implementation of a quadtree,
the query range is equal to the length of the large walking stride of the agent
(Fig. 5.9).
5.4.5 Summary
In comparison with a quadtree, the order of traversal in a k -d tree is instantly
determined by a single proximity check, thereby avoiding unnecessary compu-
tations, if nodes need not be visited in NNS. The k -d tree is a balanced tree,
even if the agents are not uniformly distributed, and the neighbour searching
can still be efficient. The drawbacks are because the median-cutting is used,
the agent’s positions need to be sorted each time, and the k -d tree needs to
store more information to identify sub-regions since the longest axes are used
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Figure 5.14: The Agents are represented by particles in k -d tree. The agent
always assigned to the left node if it intersect with splitting plane. Therefore,
the object can only be in one leaf node
for splitting plane and partitioning is not uniformed.
5.5 Bounding Interval Hierarchy
Bounding interval hierarchy (BIH) is similar to that of k -d trees and can
be fast and easy to implement in ray tracing. The backgrounds have been
introduced in Chapter 2. In this section, we will overview the construction
and traversal approaches by following our implementation.
5.5.1 Construction
The data structure of BIHs consists of two types of nodes: the first is internal
node, which contains two references to both left and right child nodes; the
second is the leaf nodes, which hold a reference to the beginning of an object
list. This is similar to the k -d tree data structure but each internal node
in a BIH has two parallel splitting planes (k -d tree only has one splitting
plane) that are orthogonal to one of the tree coordinate axes. The objects
in the scene are divided into left and right child nodes by those two planes
(Fig. 5.15). The BIH’s nodes are consisted by the two clipping planes and a
pointer to a pair of children.
Construction of a BIH is simple. Fig. 5.16 shows the approach, assuming
that the longest axis in a scene is in the y-direction, where the position
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Figure 5.15: BIHs: two clipping planes are used, so the agents can tightly
fitted into each leaf node
of the splitting plane is x0. The AABBs of the objects within the node’s
volume are then sorted along this axis. The objects whose AABBs have all
x -coordinates less than or equal to x0 are assigned to the left child. AABBs
that are entirely on the right of the splitting plane are assigned to the right
child. Objects whose AABBs intersect the splitting plane are classified as
belonging to the left or right child depending on which side of the splitting
plane the AABBs have maximum overlap. The left partitioning plane is
then defined using the maximum value of the x -coordinates of the AABBs
belonging to the left child, and the right plane is defined using the minimum
value of the x -coordinates of the AABBs belonging to the right. The process
continues by splitting each child node along the longest axis and defining two
partitioning planes along that axis. A node containing only a single object
is not subdivided further. The scheme is show in Algorithm 6.
5.5.2 Nearest Neighbour Search
Storage of a BIH is similar to a BVH and therefore the empty space be-
tween two non-overlapping child nodes is possible to eliminate when doing
the neighbour searching. For example, in Fig. 5.17 the object on the left side
is intersected with the medium splitting plane, but after using two splitting
planes in the BIH, the object is only contained within left node. The BIH is
also benefiting from the k -d tree, since BIH is binary tree, and the nodes in
BIH are spatial distributed, the fast nearest neighbour searching algorithm
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Figure 5.16: Approach of building a BIH. The split plane candidates x0 is
selected by middle of axis, which is determined by the global bounding box
of the scene. Two clipping planes are selected by compare the maximum and
minimum value of bounding box of agents.
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Algorithm 6: BIH Construction
Input: Agents A, Node N, Scene S
Output: Node N
begin
if Terminate (A, S) then
return new leaf node(A)
else
p = S.middle /* middle point of S is split plane */
foreach Agent a in A do
if a. midposition < p then
pl = a.OBB.max /* maximum value of a ’s OBB */
else
pr = a.OBB.max /* mimimum value of a ’s OBB */
end
end
SL = split S with pl
SR = split S with pr
TL = t ∈ T | (t
⋂
SL) 6= Ø
TR = t ∈ T | (t
⋂
SR) 6= Ø
new node(pl, pr, RecBuild(TL, SL), RecBuild(TR,SR))
end
end
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Figure 5.17: Eliminating empty space between two non-overlapping nodes,
and avoid the agent are intersect with two nodes
in k -d tree can also be implemented into BIH.
5.5.3 Implementation
BIH data structure records objects into their nodes, instead of just recording
the particles. In our implementation, EOBB is used to represent the agents.
An example of construction of BIH is shown in Fig.5.18. The minimum and
maximum values of EOBB are used when choosing the two splitting planes.
5.5.4 Summary
BIH usually needs to traverse a lower number of neighbours than a k -d
tree when looking for potential colliding neighbours, because by using two
partitioning planes, a bounding interval hierarchy is able to classify each
object in a node volume uniquely as either left or right, without the need
for placing an object that overlaps the splitting plane in both child nodes.
The construction of BIH shows that the empty space can be eliminated.
The interval hierarchy thus provides a hierarchy of axis aligned bounding
volumes and also a spatial ordering similar to that of the k -d tree, which
should provide fast NNS. The drawback of a BIH is the extra computation
needed to sort the object, and that the maximum and minimum values of
each EOBB need to be calculated first, so that the two splitting planes can
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Figure 5.18: Implementation of BIH. The EOBB of the agents are used in
BIH, and the maximum value and the minimum value of EOBB is calculated
to choose the two clipping planes, so each object is only in one leaf node,
and the leaf node can tightly contain the agents.
be found.
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Chapter VI
Results and Evaluation
This chapter summarizes the results of the proposed approach. In Section
6.1, the extended oriented bounding box (EOBB) algorithm will be tested
in different scenarios. The aim is to subjectively evaluate the experimen-
tal results to determine the performance of collision avoidance and motion
update algorithms. Later, the four spatial partitioning data structures are
implemented for allowing large-scaled crowds to run in real-time. The com-
parative analysis between each of the data structures is discussed in Section
6.2. The next section, section 6.3, provides the evaluation of evacuation
times under several scenarios measured against our simulation model. The
comparative analysis between different crowd simulations models is given in
Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 provides the detailed information about the
hardware configuration used to collect the final simulation results along with
details of the development environment.
6.1 Experimental Results: Motion Planning with EOBBs and
Obstacle Avoidance
In this section, the E1 and E2 (detailed in Chapter 3.3) are used for counter-
flow within a corridor and a highly constrained environment with bottlenecks
respectively.
6.1.1 Motion Planning with EOBBs
The results when using E1 are discussed in this sub-section. Fig. 6.1 1 shows
the initial configuration of the simulation. In this scenario, 120 agents are
dispersed onto the corridor. The corridors can accommodate no more than
40 pedestrians walking in line. Colours are used to differentiate between the
two groups: the left side crowd is in blue and right side is illustrated in red.
Motion planning using EOBBs and without EOBBs are implemented. The
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Figure 6.1: Environment 1 (different viewpoints): Two crowds moving in
opposite directions (wide corridor)
experimental results are explained in this section.
A normal collision avoidance method is implemented initially. In every
simulation step, the new position of each pedestrian is calculated based on
his velocity. Collision detection is executed and the pedestrian’s position is
updated to the newly elevated position,as long as the pedestrian does not
collide with others in the newly estimated position. If any colliding happen,
the pedestrian will not be moved and the current direction will be updated
by adding an offset angle. This method is simple to implement, but has
a major drawback: penetration and deadlock can happen in case of high
density crowd, due to the limitation that in each time frame, the direction
of agents can be updated once only. There are chances that two objects will
collide when updating with the new direction. Fig. 6.2 shows an example
situation of a deadlock condition. To address these issues, we introduced
an EOBB structure. Firstly, EOBB can help avoid collision. Secondly, a
new motion planning method is estimated by using three EOBBs to resolve
deadlocked conditions (detailed in Chapter 4.1 and 4.2). The results are
explained and analysed below. Note that flow fields are used to visualise the
performance of the algorithms.
Results show that the pedestrians in two groups can avoid collision and
reach the goal perfectly by using our motion planning algorithm. The dif-
ferent stages of the simulation are shown in Fig. 6.3a showing two crowds
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Figure 6.2: Screenshot of simulation: deadlock condition in the middle of the
scene, the right side graph shows the zoomed in of deadlock situation
Figure 6.3: Screen-shot of simulation: a)crowds converging in middle of cor-
ridor, b) crowds leaving.
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Figure 6.4: Flow field of the start state of convergence
Figure 6.5: Flow field showing crowd motion towards targets in a scene
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Figure 6.6: Two crowds moving in opposite directions.
meeting in the middle of the corridor, at the middle of the simulation. Fig.
6.3b shows the final stage of simulation where the crowd has reached the
destination. The flow field for this scenario is given in Fig. 6.4 and Fig.
6.5,which maps the motion of the two groups.The directions keep changing
constantly to find a free path and subsequent target tracking can be clearly
seen at several locations in the flow field. Our motion planning algorithm can
guide pedestrians to find free paths perfectly, and there are no congestions
between the two groups when they meet in the middle of the scene. Another
major advantage is that the deadlock situation is always avoided. In this
experiment, pedestrian distribution is scattered. Note that to increase the
density of the crowds in the next experiment (Fig. 6.6), the width of the
corridor was reduced.
6.1.2 High-density Crowds
In this environment, the width of corridor allows only 12 pedestrians to walk
in a line (Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7). Other settings are the same as configured
for the previous experiment.
Two important observations from the simulation results are firstly, that
the our algorithm runs well, even in this high density environment. Secondly,
compared with flow field in Fig. 6.5, the directional changes near areas of
congestion can be clearly seen in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 due to the high
density.
To evaluate the motion planning algorithm further under extensive con-
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Figure 6.7: Two crowds converging in the middle of corridor. The green
circle indicates congestion; the two crowds cannot pass through the middle
area.
Figure 6.8: Flow field of two crowds converging. The graph shows the direc-
tion start changes near the congestion area at middle of the corridor.
Figure 6.9: Flow field of two crowds moving in opposite directions in a narrow
corridor. The directional changes near areas of congestion and subsequent
target tracking (circled in green) can be seen clearly in the middle of the
corridor in this flow field.
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Figure 6.10: Two crowds converging in the middle of the corridor. Due to
congestion, only a few agents can move
ditions, we increased the crowd size from 100 to 1,000 agents, adding crowd
in steps of 100. We investigate the bottlenecks involved in such a situation.
The total travelling times for different crowd size are measured. Congestion
starts occurring when the crowd size is 500. This could be due to the narrow
width of the corridor (Fig. 6.10). The congestion increases many-fold, owing
to the increasing crowd size. When the crowd size reached 1,000, most of
the pedestrians converged in the middle of the corridor stop moving, there
is a deadlock situation. To avoid this problem, a separating median wall
can be added in the middle of the corridor. The median wall separates the
two directions of movement (Fig. 6.11). Effectively, the total walking area
is decreased by introducing the wall. Another observation is that the total
travelling time is increased dramatically,as shown in the graph in Fig. 6.12.
The wall separates the two crowds onto two sides, each moving in a different
direction on a different path, and there is no congestion during the simula-
tion. The total travelling time is shown as a graph in Fig. 6.12. The graph
also indicates that when pedestrians are less than 500, the wall is not needed.
So far, the collision detection is only considered between agents. In the
next experiment, we increased the complexity of this environment by adding
three obstacles in the middle of the scene (Fig. 6.14), a situation where we
could have collisions between agents and obstacles. This set up also allows
for testing and evaluating the obstacle avoidance algorithm. The results are
discussed and analysed in the following sections.
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Figure 6.11: Corridor with separating wall. The two crowds can move, in
only one direction on each side.
Figure 6.12: Total travelling time in the corridor with and without the sep-
arating wall
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Figure 6.13: Deadlock situation between agent and obstacle. Agent keeps
changing direction, and can never pass the obstacle.
6.1.3 Obstacle Avoidance
Fig. 6.13 illustrates the deadlock situation when an agent tries to pass an
obstacle. In Step 1, the agent will collide with the obstacle if it moves
in the current direction, so the agent has to change its direction. Based
on the shortest path calculation, the agent turns his direction to the right
and keeps moving(Step 2). In each simulation step, the agent will detect
chances for collision with an obstacle until he finds a free path to move.
A deadlock may happen at Step 3, after the agent passes the middle line.
Based on the shortest path estimation, the agent’s next direction will change
to the right instead of the left(Step 4). To avoid oscillations, the obstacle
avoidance method, as discussed in Chapter 4.2, is implemented here. Each
wall of obstacle has a direction assigned to it, and based on this direction,
the e.q.4.1 in Chapter 4.2 is used to calculate the new direction and speed
of pedestrians where there could be a possible collision.
The Fig.6.14 - Fig. 6.17 show that our motion plan algorithms still works
well, even in a complex environment. The results also prove that pedestrians
can pass obstacles smoothly and without colliding. Fig. 6.16 shows that
when agents come closer to an obstacle, agents at the top side move up and
the agents at the bottom turn down, based on the direction of the wall. Fig.
6.17 also shows the two crowds can pass the rectangle obstacle smoothly by
following the obstacle’s directions.
Our EOBB structure is used in all previous experiments. The experi-
mental results show that our EOBB structure is very effectual in collision
avoidance. Fig. 6.19shows the details of implementation of the EOBB struc-
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Figure 6.14: Two crowds moving in opposite directions. Three obstacles are
located in the middle of the corridor.
Figure 6.15: a) Two crowds moving in opposite directions start converging.
The two green circles shows agents’ ways being blocked by an obstacle. b)
Crowd reached their destination without any deadlock.
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Figure 6.16: Flow field of start stage of experiment. Agents start changing
their direction after coming close to the first obstacle.
Figure 6.17: Flow field: a)In half the simulation time, crowds can avoid the
obstacle perfectly by following the direction of the obstacle’s wall. The right
side crowd’s direction turns top side and the left side crowd’s direction turns
bottom side. b) Flow field of final stage of experiment. The green circles
show agents passing obstacles smoothly and subsequently moving on to the
target.
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Figure 6.18: Screenshot of crowd simulation with EOBB. Agent number 1
has stopped moving, agent number 2 can only move with a slow walk-cycle,
and agent number 3 is free and can move with a brisk walk-cycle.
ture. In the left image, each pedestrian is shown, bounded by EOBB with
their own maximum stride length. The right side image is a zoom-in of a par-
ticular part of the scene with numbers indicating the three types of walking
states. Number 1 represents a pedestrian who has stopped walking, having
an obstacle on his left and three other pedestrians surrounding him. Appar-
ently there is no space for him to move. Therefore, his stride length becomes
/ is set to zero. Based on the same assumptions and observations, Number 2
has limited space to move, so a slow walk-cycle is assigned to him. Finally,
Number 3 has free moving space and will be assigned a brisk walk-cycle.
The next section will discuss how the angle β in three EOBBs affects the
performance of crowd simulation.
6.1.4 Highly Constrained Environment (E2)
The environment is highly constrained, with an obstacle that limits the move-
ment of pedestrians to a small region. E2 is used for this experiment. 200
pedestrians are initialized on the bottom of the scene and the destination is
the top of the scene (Fig. 6.19). Different colours are used for identifying
each of the pedestrians. We test three EOBBs (Fig. 6.20) with various an-
gles β (30 to 120 degrees). The results and analysis will be discussed in later
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Figure 6.19: Highly constrained environment with 200 pedestrians.
Figure 6.20: Three EOBBs with angle β.
sections.
Fig. 6.21 demonstrates that when the angle is 80 degrees we get the
fastest travelling time. The figure also shows that we got worst performance
when the angle was too small or too large. This is because when the angle
is too small, the agents movement / directions are limited and they follow
the agent in front of them when the crowd density is high. In contrast, when
the angle is larger than 90 degrees, the agents can find a free path than in
a small angle situation. There is also a possibility that when agents change
the direction more than 90 degrees, they will move backwards. Therefore,
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Figure 6.21: Total travelling time based on three EOBBs with different var-
ious angles.
in our experiments we have always used 80 degrees. The results indicate it
is the best performance that can be simulated. In the following pages, we
give the screenshots of different stages of simulation in a highly constrained
environment.
The figures depict the motion of the 200 pedestrians in a clear and concise
manner. In Fig. 6.22, it can be observed that pedestrians attempt to walk
in a particular direction (indicated by green arrow) and avoid the right side
because of the large corner (red circle). Fig. 6.23 shows the most congested
area on the left side (green circle).The path between the left top corner and
the obstacle is very narrow and limits the pedestrians’ movement. It also
shows the working of the obstacle avoidance scheme which prevents motion
in the close vicinity of walls.
All these experiments prove that our algorithm can be used in both scat-
tered as well as dense situations, and runs effectively even in complex en-
vironments. Until now, all experiments have been carried out using only
a small group of pedestrians. To achieve a large-scale crowd simulation in
real-time, acceleration data structures must be used. In the next section, the
comparison between four spatial partitioning data structures is given.
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Figure 6.22: Highly constrained environment with 200 pedestrians. Pedes-
trians are more likely to travel along with left path.
Figure 6.23: Flow field showing movements / path in the highly constrained
environment. a) In half the simulation time, crowd move to target smoothly.
b)Pedestrians move to the target without any colliding. Green circles point
out the bottlenecks.
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Figure 6.24: Crowd simulation with 2,000 agents. Each agent is bounded by
an EOBB of a dynamically changing stride length.
6.2 Results and Evaluation: Acceleration Data Structures
For the purpose of experimental analysis, the environment E5 is used, which
can contain a large number of crowd members. A typical scenario, consisting
of two large groups of people moving in opposite directions, are shown in
Figs 6.24, 6.25, and 6.26. Fig. 6.24 shows the initial configuration of the
simulation. The groups meet in the middle of the scene at a later stage in
the simulation (Fig. 6.25) and finally reach the destination (Fig. 6.26). In
each figure, a small region is enlarged to show clearly the crowd members
and their corresponding EOBBs with different stride lengths. Each scene
can have increasing levels of complexity based on the behaviour models and
path planning algorithms used. One commonly observed pitfall is that poorly
designed algorithms can make inefficient memory requests. We implemented
all four data structures described earlier and the performance of each case
is evaluated with respect to increasing crowd size. The experimental results
are discussed and explained in later sections.
6.2.1 Cell Size in Gird
The cell size is an important parameter in the design of grid data structure.
In our experiments, the cell sizes are evaluated for four different scenarios:
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Figure 6.25: Crowd simulation with 2,000 agents. Two groups of agents start
converging in the middle.
Figure 6.26: Crowd simulation with 2,000 agents, with a few agents walking
to the destination while the rest have already reached the destination.
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Figure 6.27: Updating time vs. cell size for the grid structure.
500, 1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 agents, respectively. In each scenario, different
sizes of cells are tested. First, the size of a cell is set to the maximum stride
length of each agent. Then the size of the cell is increased and the time
required for updating is measured. The results are shown in Fig. 6.27. The
best performance is obtained when the cell size just fits the maximum stride
length of agent. Also, it has been observed that performance is dependent
on cell size, particularly in cases of high density crowds. The probability of
colliding with neighbours is calculated by using neighbour cells. If the cell
size is larger, then the agents have more chances of staying in the same cell,
so the number of potentially colliding agents is increased. If the crowd is
scattered, each agent is far away from any others, so if the cell size is larger,
there is a chance that a cell may contain more than one agent. In contrast,
the high density crowd scene has more agents staying in the same cell when
the cell size is larger.
6.2.2 Number of Agents in Leaf Node
The performance of tree structure is highly dependent on the levels of the tree
and the number of agents in leaf node. In this section, we will describe the
running of the simulation using varying number of agents in each leaf node
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Figure 6.28: Updating time vs. the maximum percentage of agents contained
in a leaf node for a quadtree.
for each of the tree data structures. The comparisons between each case are
discussed in detail. As in the previous experiments, four different scenarios
are used, each having 500, 1,000, 2,000 and 4,000-agents, respectively.
In Fig. 6.28, Fig. 6.29, and Fig. 6.30, we provide experimental results
using quadtree, k-d tree and BIH to find the variation in performance with
the maximum number of objects stored in each leaf node. The results indicate
that when the objects are less than 1,000 in the simulation, the number of
objects in each of the leaf nodes does not impact the performance of the
simulation in any serious manner. But when objects’ number are more than
1,000 and the objects in each leaf node are 1% of the total number of objects,
both quadtree and k-d tree performed best. For BIH to perform well, it is
possible to sub-divide the space until only one object is in each leaf node.
The best performance was observed when the number of objects contained
in each leaf node is 10.
6.2.3 Comparative Analysis between Four Data Structures
Based on previous experimental results, we set up optimized parameters for
each data structure. Simulations were conducted with different crowd sizes.
Initially we started at 500 agents, with increments of 1,000 in each simulation,
until the numbers of agents reach 10,000. The time taken for updating for
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Figure 6.29: Updating time vs. the maximum percentage of agents contained
in a leaf node for a K -d tree
Figure 6.30: Updating time vs. the maximum percentage of agents contained
in a leaf node for a BIH
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Figure 6.31: Updating time vs. number of agents (grid, k -d tree, quadtree,
and BIH)
each of the data structures is measured. Screenshots from the 2,000-agent
scenario are illustrated in Fig. 6.24, 6.25 and 6.26 for visualization purposes.
The times taken for updating each of the grid, k-d tree, quadtree and
BIH algorithms are presented as a graph in Fig. 6.31. The graph shows that
grid structure gives the best performance. Even when the number of agents
in the scene is 10,000, the time taken for updates using the grid structure
is less than 500ms. We also noticed that the grid structure did not provide
a significant improvement over the brute-force method when the number of
agents was less than 1,000.
6.2.4 Summary
The simulation results show that combining an EOBB algorithm with the
grid data structure gives the best performance for large-scaled crowd simu-
lation (Fig. 6.32). The advantages are firstly, that the EOBB reduces the
neighbouring cells check from nine to four. All agents in our simulation are
of the same size and objects keep moving continually at all times. The grid
data structure does not need to be rebuilt after it is compiled initially. The
O(n) updating and deletion time can be achieved by using a hash table, and
the O(n) traverse time makes the neighbour search faster than the other tree
structures. For example, the k -d trees minimum traverse time is log(n) for
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Figure 6.32: crowd simulation with 10000 pedestrians in real-time, grid data
structure is used
each agent.
The k -d tree has better performance than quadtree and BIH. The objects
are not uniformly distributed at most of the times during simulation, so
quadtree can thus be highly imbalanced, and navigate deeper than necessary.
Moreover, quadtree is complicated for nearest neighbour search (NNS). NNS
in a quadtree has to make proximity calculations to two split planes, sort the
distances and select the appropriate sequence of traversal for every traversed
node. On the contrary, k -d trees can be constructed so as to be balanced
and symmetrical.
The experimental results also show that the performance of BIH in highly
dynamic crowd simulations is not as good as in the case of ray tracing. There
are two reasons for this. First, BIH can be highly imbalanced due to uneven
distribution. Second, the BIH needs to be rebuilt at each frame and the
complexity of building a BIH is higher than for a k -d tree.
In our experiments, the cell size of a grid is always pre-defined, so if
the scene space is changed, the grid needs to be re-defined. The k -d tree,
quadtree and BIH do not pre-define those values; they can be re-calculated
during run time.
Theoretically, when the leaf node in a tree structure contains only one
object, we can get best performance by avoiding most of the unnecessary
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aspects of collision detection. Howeer, our experimental results show that this
is not necessarily true. A k -d tree and quadtree have their best performance
when each leaf node contains 1% of the total number of objects, and 0.5%
for BIH. The reason behind this is that there has to be a trade-off between
collision detection and neighbour searching time. When the tree structure
has exceeded the depth, more time is spent on neighbour searches for each
object than on checking collision. On the other hand, the best performance
we could achieve was when cell size was equal to the EOBB size of an object,
using a grid data structure. Typically, each cell should only contain one
object. Because the grid has a constant query time, when the number of
objects in each cell is small, the need for assessment of collision possibilities
will decrease immediately.
Finally, it should be noted that in the presented results, optimizations
such as crowd-based occlusion culling are not applied as the aim of our re-
search is to compare the performance between each data structure for large-
scaled crowd. However, the optimizations can be easily implemented into the
simulation in future.
6.3 Performance Measures
In this section, we are going to implement the proposed method using several
reality models, and measure the evacuation time for each case. Because no
real data was available, approximations had to be made about how fast people
would traverse the environment. We assumed the width of a pedestrian was
50cm and the maximum walking speed was 2 m/s while slow walking speed
was 1 m/s, respectively.
6.3.1 A Large Hall(E3)
In the first case, E3 (discussed in Chapter 3) is used, as shown in Fig. 6.24..
Both width and length are 25m, and the exit width is 4m. One obstacle is
located in the hall. A different view of the scene is shown in Fig. 6.34 before
200 pedestrians were added to the hall. The evacuation time is measured
and the results are discussed in the following sections.
Based on our simulation model, the evacuation time has been estimated
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Figure 6.33: Screen-shot of a hall with an obstacle.
Figure 6.34: Different screenshot views of the hall with an obstacle.
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Figure 6.35: Screenshot of different stages of simulation for evacuating the
hall. The left image shows how most of the pedestrians are blocked by the
obstacle. The right image shows pedestrians leaving the hall.
Figure 6.36: Density map after the simulation runs for approximately 150
seconds. the direction changes frequently around the obstacle, which is also
the most congested area.
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Figure 6.37: Density changes. Density reaches a peak after running the
simulation for 150s, indicating the path was congested with crowd.
as 730s to evacuate the entire hall. The screenshot of simulation for each
stage is shown in Fig. 6.35. The density map after running the simulation
for 150s is shown in Fig. 6.36. It can be observed that high densities and
clutter are located near the obstacle. We also measured the density based on
the simulation time. Fig. 6.37 30 illustrates the density value for different
stages of the simulation. The peak value for density is achieved after the
simulation runs for approximately 150s. Most of the facts and observations
are the same ,as shown in Fig. 6.36, and the crowd is the most congested
during that time.
6.3.2 A Lecture Theatre (E4)
A more complicated model is designed and the top-down view of the envi-
ronment is shown Fig. 6.38. The model has a corridor in the middle of the
scene. Each side of the corridor has five large rooms and four obstacles are
present in the corridor. The room size is 17m × 25m, and the door of room is
4m wide. The corridor width is 17m, and the exit size is 6m. 200 pedestrians
are assigned in each room and the evacuation time is measured.
The simulation took 15 minutes to evacuate all pedestrians from this
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Figure 6.38: Top-down view of the large lecture theatre with obstacles in
corridor.
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Figure 6.39: Start of the convergence in the corridor as pedestrians moved
closer to the exit of the lecture room.
exhibition centre. Different stages of the simulation are shown in Fig. 6.39,
Fig. 6.40, and Fig. 6.41. The results show the motion planning algorithm
still work perfectly in this complicated environment with large numbers of
pedestrians. The pedestrians can find the free path and leave the build
smoothly (Fig. 6.41). And based on the results, the bottleneck of this
environment can be predicted based on the simulation results. Fig. 6.39
shows that the pedestrians start converging in front of the exit of the build at
the beginning of the simulation. Fig.6.40 shows that even though most of the
lecture rooms are empty, large numbers of pedestrians are still converged in
the corridor. The most congested area is the same throughout the simulation.
In the next step, we modified the building structure to analyse the exact
bottleneck.
As mentioned previously, to pin point the exact bottleneck involved, we
removed all obstacles from the corridor and ran the simulation again (Fig.
6.42). The evacuation time remained at 15 minutes, the same as the pre-
vious case when there were obstacles in the corridor.This indicates that the
obstacles in the corridor are not the bottlenecks. It can also be said that the
corridor could in no way be a bottleneck with or without obstacles, as the
time for evacuation remained the same, without any major locked-in situa-
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Figure 6.40: Most of the rooms are empty and the pedestrians converge in
the corridor.
Figure 6.41: Most of the pedestrians having evacuated the building. The
congestion can still be seen at the front of the exit
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Figure 6.42: Top-down view of the large lecture theatre without obstacles.
tions or congestions. Hence we concluded that the exit could be the most
likely bottleneck of this build.
In order to test if the exit is the problem, we enlarged the door size to
17m (Fig. 6.43). It is noticed that the evacuation time is reduced drastically:
it took just 7 minutes to evacuate when the hall has an exit 17m wide. It is
also observed that there are no major convergences near the exit. Now that
the size of the exit problem has been cleared, the obstacles could be viewed as
a bottleneck (Fig.6.45). The screenshots of different stages of the simulation
are depicted Fig. 6.44, and Fig. 6.45. To visualize the results, density
maps are also used, where colouring denotes the density level for different
cases. Not surprisingly, the theatre with a larger exit has a well-distributed
density (Fig. 6.46) and the density near the exit and the top obstacle is
slightly higher. Fig.6.47 and Fig.6.48 show that the theatre has a similar
density distribution with or without obstacles, and the highest density can
be observed near the exit.
Finally, we checked different crowd sizes in the three different situa-
tions(narrow exit with obstacles in the corridor, narrow exit without ob-
stacles in the corridor and wide exit). The results are shown as a graph in
Fig.6.49. It shows that the theatre with a large exit always has the best
performance than the others. It can also be observed that there is not much
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Figure 6.43: Top-down view of the large lecture theatre with a larger exit
door.
Figure 6.44: Pedestrians converged in the corridor. No congestion in front of
the exit.
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Figure 6.45: Sequence screenshots of simulation after the exit is enlarged.
The congested area is now the first obstacle (red circle).
Figure 6.46: Density map of the theatre with a wide exit. Not too high a
density in this situation.
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Figure 6.47: Density map of the theatre with obstacles. Congested areas are
near the exit and the first obstacle.
Figure 6.48: Density map of the theatre without obstacles. High density near
the exit.
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Figure 6.49: Lecture room evacuation times measured under different situa-
tions
difference in performance when the crowd size is less than 1,000.
In this section, we have used our proposed approach to predict the evac-
uation times. Since we do not have any real data, all parameters in our ex-
periment are assumed. The measured time may not be reasonable. However,
the experimental results show that the proposed approach is able to analyze
the builds infrastructure and investigate the bottlenecks of the building.
6.4 Compared with Other Methods
To evaluate and show the effectiveness of the simulation model described in
this work, a comparative analysis between different crowd simulation models
is performed. The results are shown in Table 6.1 The comparison shows
that our proposed model has good functionality. In contrast with other
methods, only Wen Tangs method and our proposed method can simulate
large numbers of pedestrians in real-time. The acceleration data structure
that we have used is necessary to run a large-scaled crowd simulation in
real-time, where as Wen Tang and Wee Lit Kohs methods used quadtree
and partitioning of the space methods. In our work, we proved that grid
has much better performance than quadtree. In our model, we were able to
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Our Method Qiu Qins
method [48]
Wee Lit Kohs
method [66]
Wen Tangs
method [70]
Behaviour
model
Rule-based Social-force Rule-based Rule-based
Model of the
Crowd
macroscopic
and micro-
scopic model
macroscopic
model
macroscopic
and micro-
scopic model
macroscopic
model
Global Path
Finding
No topological
graphs and
roadmaps
A* search al-
gorithm
A* search al-
gorithm
Motion Plan-
ning
Three EOBBs
help the agent
determine the
valid veloci-
ties and avoid
collision
social force vision model,
sampling sys-
tem by using
the density
sub-goal is
defined by
proximity
checking
Pedestrians
Model
3D visual
model
Particle Particle Particle
Environment 2D, 3D 2D 3D 3D
Large-scaled
crowd simula-
tion
Yes, 10,000
agents
No No Yes, 1,000
agents
Real-time yes yes yes yes
Acceleration
data struc-
ture
Grids,
Quadtree,
k -d tree, BIH
No Quadtree BSP tree,
Quadtree
Bounding box EOBB Noicle No No
Collision De-
tection
OBB-OBB Proximity
distance
querycle
Proximity
distance
query
Proximity
distance
query
Obstacle
Avoidance
OBB-AABB Proximity
distance
query
Proximity
distance
query
Proximity
distance
query
Table 6.1: Comparison between different crowd simulation models
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run real-time simulations with 10,000 pedestrians, but in Wen Tangs method
simulation in real time can be done with only 1,000 pedestrians.
Our method can display both detailed and macro levels of the crowd.
Wee Lit Kohs method also implemented both microscopic and macroscopic
models. The difference is that Wee Lit Kohs has used particles to represent
the pedestrians, where as we used actual pedestrians. Wee Lit Kohs model
uses simple proximity distance checks and hence the collision detection be-
tween each pedestrian cannot be achieved at a detailed level. However in
our implementation, at the detailed level the bounding box is used for pedes-
trians and OBB-OBB collision detection is performed, which can detect the
collision possibility accurately. Other methods also used particles, but they
are not effectual as they cannot investigate the behaviour of an individual
pedestrian.
Each method has different motion planning algorithms. Qiu Qins model
uses a social force algorithm. The motion of agents is calculated by adding
several social force terms together. In high-density crowd situations, their
effect is either repulsive or attractive. However, it may not produce realistic
results in certain situations. Wee Lit Koh uses a vision model to define the
motion. They sample the people around an agent’s location, and use the
distance check to find the free path. The sampling of a number of the people
is increased when the density is high. This method can simulate motion
more realistically than our method, but the complexity of their method is
also much higher. Wen Tangs motion planning algorithm is quite simple.
The agents are defined as a group instead of individuals: the agents in each
group follow the leader with their sub-goal, and the sub-goal is calculated by
checking the proximity distance. Their method is very easy to implement,
but the drawback is that deadlock can happen when the crowd density is
high, as discussed in Section 6.1.
Visualizations are also an important factor for crowd simulation, and this
is the reason we used both 2D and 3D to represent our model. Similar 3D
models have been used by Wen Tang and Wee Lit Koh for simulation. In
Wen Tangs model, highly detailed pedestrian models are used which provide
better visualization but reduce the performance of the simulation. One ma-
jor drawback in our simulation model is that it does not have a global path
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finding scheme. Due to constraint of time we could not implement any algo-
rithm for global path finding. This can be implemented easily in the future
and is recommended as an extension for our work.
6.5 Development Environment
All applications are developed in C++ programming language. Microsoft Vi-
sual Studio 2005(SP1) is used as the Integrated Developments Environment.
OpenGL API is used for rendering 2D and 3D graphics for the simulation.
Along with the C++ Standard Template Library, glut library is used for
OpenGL programming. All experiments have been run on a single PC. The
hardware or configuration details of the PC are: Intel Core(TM) 2 Quad
CPU Q6600 (at 2.40 GHz) processor, 3 GB of RAM and GeForce 9500GT
graphics card with 256 MB onboard DDR-2 memory. The operating system
was Windows XP Professional 32-bit with Service Pack 3 and DirectX 9.0c.
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Chapter VII
Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was first to present a new data structure and related
methods for fast collision detection and obstacle avoidance in the simulation
of crowd motion, then to compare four acceleration data structures in an
attempt to achieve large-scale crowd simulation in real-time. In this chapter
we summarize our contributions in real-time crowd simulations and discuss
future work.
7.1 Summary and Conclusions
Crowd simulation application. In the first part we built a 3D crowd sim-
ulation application. The application was built based on C++ and
OpenGL. Object-oriented programming was used and many flexible
control functions were implemented to the application. The goal was
to allow the designer to edit simulation easily and investigate the sim-
ulation visualized. The outcome of the application proved to be very
positive, as shown in Chapter 6. With this crowd simulation applica-
tion, different behaviour models and the acceleration data structures
could be easily added. The simulation was built in a 3D model so the
visualization of the simulation was more realistic. The simulation could
be paused and run at any time, and the angle of the camera could be
changed to any direction so we could observe different viewpoints of
the crowd simulation. The zoom in and out function provided the view
of the micro and macro model of simulation, as well as the flow fields
and density maps. The flow field graphs showed visually convincing
motions of crowds directly, and density maps were used to visualize
the density distribution clearly. The simulation core was simple but
generic, which made it possible to attach modules for all kind of be-
haviours and simulation features.
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EOBB and Obstacle Avoidance. In the second section, a new data struc-
ture called Extended Oriented Bounding Box (EOBB) was designed,
which encapsulated geometry and details of the motion of agents into a
simple bounding-box structure. It could also detect collisions between
pedestrians or pedestrians and obstacles faster and more accurately.
Our experiments confirmed the assertion that the use of EOBB ac-
celerated collision testing among many characters, an outcome that
improved the efficiency demand.
Motion Planning. I n the third section, we developed efficient a colli-
sion avoidance and motion planning algorithm to help agents find free
paths. In our research, agents were not expected to know everything;
they did not have a priori information about the static and/or dynamic
obstacles they would encounter along their path, they were not bound
by crowd group decisions, and they were allowed to make individual
motion plans. We assigned simple constrains to the agents’ motion,
then used the EOBB structure to bound agents with those motions
with three possible directions, which could efficiently find the free path
and resolve deadlock conditions. The primary benefit of this algorithm
is that it was easy to implement and could be used effectively in sev-
eral contexts, such as collision detection and obstacle avoidance. The
implementation yielded satisfactory results in several scenarios where
collision avoidance and directional updates were important.
Acceleration Data Structures. In the last section, four spatial partition-
ing data structures were implemented. The aim was to find the best
acceleration data structures for crowd simulation, so they could be run
real-time with large crowd sizes. We presented an overview of the four
commonly used spatial subdivision methods and analysis using update
time with respect to variations in crowd size, grid cell size, and the
maximum number of objects in the leaf nodes of the tree structures
for quadtree, k-d tree and the bounding interval hierarchy (BIH). An
extensive comparative analysis of the performance of spatial subdivi-
sion structures in large-scale crowd simulations was then presented.
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The simulation results showed that a grid data structure with EOBBs
for character models gave the best performance when the number of
crowd members was very large. Crowd simulation of 10,000 agents in
real-time could only be achieved by using such spatial data structures.
The grid data structure had the advantage that it did not need to be
updated, and an efficient hash map implementation could provide fast
look-up.
Our methods were appropriate for a variety of virtual environments. For
example, a virtual shopping mall or virtual theatre environment could be eas-
ily populated with crowds that react to the target environment appropriately.
This populating could be realized through the installation of specific rules
into the environment. In Chapter 6, we provided the experimental results
of measuring evacuation time and finding the bottleneck of a building. The
outcomes showed our algorithm could help to predict actual crowd movement
before a buildings construction is started.
As well as those applications, our approach is quite useful for the develop-
ment of a large-scale crowd simulation in real-time. The experimental results
showed that our application could run in real-time with 10,000 agents.
7.2 Improvements and Further Work
Further research and expansion are suggested in this section.
Rendering
In our application, we rendered the whole scene at each frame, no
matter how much data was contributed to the given frame. This can
have a high computational cost when the scene is complicated.
In future work, level of detail (LOD) and culling method could be im-
plemented into the application. Since we simulated crowds at the micro
and macro level, the LOD technique could reduce many unnecessary
computations. Another way to reduce the computational cost would be
to use a culling method so that only geometry that will contribute to
a given frame would need to be rendered. Many culling methods have
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been proposed which can significantly reduce the amount of rendering
data. For example, the view frustum culling [61] and occlusion culling
[42] have been proposed. Culling methods can even combine with the
spatial partitioning data structure to give better performance.
Reality Model
We have not used any textures in rendering our scenes, and the pedes-
trian model was made up of simple cubes. All those aspects could
be improved in the future so the simulation could look more realistic.
For example, we could texture all obstacles and walls, and use a mesh
model to represent a variety of pedestrians.
Path Finding
In our experiment, pedestrians were primarily concerned with navigat-
ing in their immediate neighbourhood while avoiding other agents and
obstacles. Our experimental results showed that agents in the mod-
els can perceive their local surroundings and adjust their behaviours
accordingly, and that motion planning methods are sufficient for local
collision avoidance. However, agents could get stuck when exclusively
relying on local models in complex environments. In the future, path
finding algorithms such as A* algorithm or Dijkstra’s algorithm, could
be implemented.
Acceleration Data Structures
Future work in this area should be directed towards combining col-
lision avoidance with path/motion planning algorithms incorporating
various types of behaviour models. Effective mechanisms for improving
the performance of hash mapping for the grid structure could also be
explored.
Behaviour Model The proposed method could be further extended to im-
plement several directional updates (instead of just three) for motion
planning and perspective modelling. Another important area of fu-
ture wok is to incorporate specific aspects of crowd behaviour into the
motion update algorithm. For example, agents should have different
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moving speed for genders, and when accidents happen, agents should
have some specific behaviour in evacuation simulation.
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